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Foreword
“We come and go, but the land is always here. And the people who love it and
understand it are the people who own it—for a little while.” —Willa Cather

No one has ever won the American West, nor will they ever. Its sovereignty is ruled by the divine power of the wild, unlike other parts
of North America; no human or beast a challenge for its strength and prestige. Dominated by imposing mountains, unfathomable
canyons, raging waters, and desolate plateaus, Western landscapes are works of the universal gods and stand as hallowed ground.
All we can do as mere mortals is bide our time on this earth, basking in the afterglow of its true majesty, finding in the wilderness a
connection between mortality and spirituality.
The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American West is an exhibition that examines the idea of the sublime in art of the
American West. For generations, artists have been drawn to the West, captivated by the dominance of place. Whether created by a
painter from eighteenth-century European academies, weavers and potters of Indigenous peoples, or a contemporary nomadic artist
captivated by the lore and wisdom of the region, the objects tell the story of the terrain—harsh, beautiful, mystical, and real—all
within the same. This exhibition features over 50 works, many of which have never been shown in Tucson or presented in this context.
At the Tucson Museum of Art and Historic Block, we are forever grateful to the Western Art Patrons for their significant contributions
to art of the American West and for providing lead funding for The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American West. Like
all endeavors of this magnitude at the museum, without its longstanding critical support, this exhibition and catalogue would not
have been possible.
Special thanks are due to the many public and private lenders who entrusted the museum with the care and exhibit of their artworks.
To our institutional colleagues: the Center for Creative Photography at the University of Arizona, Chrysler Museum of Art, Columbus
Museum of Art, Desert Caballeros Western Museum, Gilcrease Museum, Palm Springs Museum of Art, Phoenix Art Museum, and
the Stark Museum of Art, without your critical stewardship and championing of the art of the American West, none of this would
have been possible. Additionally, we would like to acknowledge Martina Dawley and Ofelia Zepeda for their contributions to this
project. Your voices evoke the wisdom and honesty of the Indigenous peoples of the Sonora Desert and their connectedness and
respect for the ground in which we stand.
Lastly, we recognize, Christine Brindza, Senior Curator, James and Louise Glasser Curator, Art of the American West, who continues
to push the understanding, interpretation, and boundaries of Western art. Her ability to traverse time and place, find commonality in
the exceptional, and illustrate the real from myth advances the canon of the genre. From the traditional paintings of Albert Bierstadt
and Thomas Moran to the contemporary works of Marlowe Katoney and Cara Romero, The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of
the American West exemplifies the curator’s foresight into a revisionist lens of life in the West. Woven by an equitable thread of the
past, present, and future, this story characterizes the gravitas of the land and diversity of its inhabitants.
On behalf of the Tucson Museum of Art and Historic Block, we are honored to present The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes
of the American West. We hope it opens doors, expands your mind, inspires foot to earth or rubber to the road, and encourages you
to explore the divine dignity of Western territories. As William Shakespeare wrote, “One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.”
—Jeremy M. Mikolajczak
Chief Executive Officer

Howard Russell Butler, N.A., Storm in the Desert, c. 1921. Pastel on paper, 6 x 9 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.115
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The Western Sublime:
Majestic Landscapes of the American West
Christine C. Brindza

The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American West examines works of art of the American
West that interpret, reinvent, and transform the idea of the sublime: an aesthetic ideal with an emotional or
spiritual charge that instills awe or inspires fear. In a variety of art from the mid-to-late 1800s and today, this
exhibition includes basketry, drawings, paintings, photography, prints, and textiles, as well as examples of
poetry that consider the ways that the sublime landscape is understood. This idea has had long-term effects
on the peoples, histories, and cultures of the American West in the past and the present. This exhibition

Idealized Landscape

seeks to convey this concept with contemporary contexts and create new conversations from diverse
perspectives and artistic styles.

The fresh undergrowth is pure
and is without odor.
The lush grasses have no memory of musty or mildew.
There is no remnant of kill here.

The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American

to bring artistic, historical, cultural, chronological, and stylistic

There are no animals to create the disturbance

West focuses on how artists adopt or deconstruct the

diversity to the forefront as the stories of the Western landscape

that is their nature.

centuries-old definition of the sublime in landscape images of

contain a fuller breadth and vision when told through multiple

The shimmer of the water is perfect

the American West. Throughout the exhibition, the poetry of

perspectives. The goal is to bring these interpretations together

It holds a faultless pose and dares

Ofelia Zepeda, respected Tohono O’odham linguist, conveys

in one space, creating new dialogue across time, style, media,

not to disturb itself with the slightest ripple.

powerful messages about the environment and Tohono

and artist background. Historical and contemporary works of art

It holds itself rigidly still.

O’odham culture. Together, the combination of art and poetry

are juxtaposed with one another, posing new opportunities for

It is an ideal landscape and an unattainable vision.

is infinitely connected, bringing new understandings and

discussion and comparison. Historical works present a message

The artist believes the viewers don’t want the truth

deeper meanings to the lands of the West and the Southern

based on their origins alone, but when displayed in conversation

Arizona region. Through this fusion, the exhibition strives to

with a work of art created a century later, for example, the

bring new energies into how the landscape can indeed be seen.

context changes. It encourages thought and provides a glimpse

—Ofelia Zepeda, Ph.D.

at how contemporary artists convey the subject and reveal the
Hundreds of years after Edmond Burke, Immanuel Kant, and

numerous layers of ideas contained within their work.

several other European theorists discussed the idea of the
sublime as an experience causing the strongest emotion a

Portrayals of the sublime have evolved over time in the West

mind can produce, this exhibition examines this notion from

and its history. The American Industrial Revolution (approx.

the viewpoint of the twenty-first century. Concentrating on the

1790–1840), the age of Manifest Destiny (1812–1860) and its

sublime in landscape art, the imagery traditionally strikes terror,

resulting expansionism, the Reservation period (1851–1880)

awe, and reverence for the wilderness, but this artistic concept

and Western Indian Wars (1763–1886),1 the Great Depression

stretches further than likely ever anticipated.

(1929–1939) and Dust Bowl (1930–1936), the change in social
and political climates in America, and numerous other

This exhibition recognizes the challenges of landscape

factors influenced how western environments and peoples

imagery produced that contain single points of view and

transformed over time and can be recognized today as having

seeks to reinvestigate previously isolated practices. During

connotations of the sublime.

the development of The Western Sublime, it became a priority

13

With the emergence of landscape art as a reputable discipline in

territories of Indigenous peoples, and efforts have been made to

to that effect.4 Viewers are encouraged to examine the works

School, the Rocky Mountain School, based on their subjects of

eighteenth-century European art academies, narratives of people

acknowledge the negative impacts of Westward expansion. The

of art in the exhibition and determine where each work of art

choice. The large-scale works were grand theatrical spectacles

and topography became intensely intertwined. This genre became

Tucson Museum of Art resides on the ancestral, traditional, and

falls in this spectrum. For instance, what differences are there

that imbued the moral values of a growing nation, depicting

a communications tool and a vessel for national identity. In the

contemporary lands of the Indigenous peoples of Arizona and

between Albert Bierstadt’s King Lake, California, ca. 1870–1875,

atmospheric conditions and light effects. The landscape

Romantic era (approximately 1800–1850), majestic landscape

the borderlands, specifically O’odham land, and strive to act as

and James Lavadour’s Land of Origin, 2015?

paintings rendered during that period have a lasting impact and

paintings encouraged viewers to be swept away by an intense

responsible occupants of this significant space.

serve as the epitome of American landscape painting.
Among those who created classical interpretations, painters

feeling resulting from gazing at the wonder of fearful depictions of
nature on canvas. Through this visceral and immersive experience,

To this end, on view in the exhibition is a selection of art by

Albert Bierstadt and Thomas Moran are revered in the art

they became attuned to the idea of the sublime.

well-known Indigenous artists who have an acute awareness of

world as masters of the landscape painting and have employed

Western lands today. Their thought-provoking works repeatedly

sublime themes to subjects of the West. During the same

Early on, sublime landscape paintings of the West had several

flip the characterization of the sublime landscape. Included in the

era, Eadweard Muybridge, Carleton Watkins, and other known

purposes, frequently understood as documentative and

exhibition are artworks by painters, basket and textile weavers,

photographer-explorers traveled into Western territories

embellished, artful and factual, religious and moral, with

photographers, and videographers who blend traditional and

and captured breathtaking images of steep mountains, cliffs,

an association on the mind and heart. The consistent idea,

contemporary media and reside throughout the West.

canyons, waterfalls, enormous trees, and topographic details on

however, was to elicit an emotional response. This allowed

film. The apex of American landscape painting and the dawn of

a wide array of interpretations. Samuel H. Monk stated in The

Indigenous basket and textile weavers reverently use materials

landscape photography, the latter half of the 1800s, are parallel

Sublime (1960), even the original theorists felt that there was

from the land itself, mainly grasses and plants, to construct

and complementary mediums.

no one definitive way to create a work of art to achieve such

baskets and formulate dyes for yarns of textiles. In this regard,

expression of feelings. It is how “…objects in nature and art

there is inherent respect bestowed to the land by its creators.

Bierstadt, Moran, and other artists from the late nineteenth and

arouse pleasurable emotions, not to what degree a work of art

Cara Romero, Chemehuevi photographer, and Steven Yazzie,

early twentieth centuries followed the proverbial footsteps of

follows the rules.” Following this idea, there is no one kind of

Diné (Navajo) videographer, both observe life on reservations,

Thomas Cole, the founder of the Hudson River School, a group

sublime landscape.

capturing everyday moments of the people around them, as

of American landscape painters from the Hudson River region

well as reveal how the land is a sacred space.

of New York. Members of this school drew inspiration from the

2

As seen in the exhibition, each artist defines or redefines the

Catskill Mountains, but their subject matter was not limited to

sublime landscape differently, whether intentionally or not.

the area. These painters sought dramatic American vistas and

These artists have not always taken the sublime landscape

monumental features found within nature, and as possibilities

to be turbulent and terrifying as per its early definition, but

arose for travel to the West and beyond, several artists took

still portray feelings of bewilderment, surprise, and exaltation,

advantage of the opportunity to paint scenes of faraway lands

showcasing the glory of the landscape. Western terrains impact

accessible to few people at the time. Thomas Cole once said,

each artist as an explorer, resident, member of a community,

“The painter of American scenery has indeed privileges superior

consumer, visitor, or witness to a specific time and place. Some

to any other; all nature here is new to Art.”5

Thomas Moran, Grand Canyon (Mist in the Canyon), 1915. Oil on canvas, 28.75 x 24.625 in.
Collection of Palm Springs Art Museum. Gift of the George Montgomery Trust

claim that their work is not considered sublime in its traditional

In the twenty-first century, almost 200 years since the

meaning, but instead believe it is eternal and transcendent

Illuminating skies, grand settings, sweeping vistas, and volu-

introduction of Western landscape art and the sublime,

or fleeting and transitory. Others use materials taken directly

minous mountains captivated these painters, and it showed

proceeding artists have had the opportunity to reference, become

from the earth and consider the artistic process a “sublime

in their works of art. In the West, the Rocky Mountains and

influenced by, or reject this establishment. No matter what the

experience” tied to cultural history and spiritual meaning. This

Yellowstone, the Sierra Nevada Mountains and Yosemite, the

case, there is some connection because sublime landscapes

Albert Bierstadt, King Lake, California, ca. 1870–1875. Oil on canvas, 27.75 x 38.5 in.
Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio: Bequest of Rutherford H. Platt

Desert Southwest and the Grand Canyon, the California Coast,

maintain a critical place in Western history. In the contemporary,

and a number of locations stirred imaginative compositions and

representational, or photographic art selections of the exhibition,

In recent times, there has been a lauded movement for art of the

Barbara Novak states in Nature and Culture: American Landscape

vibrant colors. Frequently, artists dramatized and exaggerated

P.A. Nisbet, Jody Forster, and Jay Dusard concentrate upon the

West to undergo cultural reappraisal in relationship to the human

and Painting 1825–1875 (1981), that there is a polarity in how

the works of art to produce emotive responses—and for some

vast panoramas, cloudscapes, and topography of the West.

experience, extending the corpus to include all communities,

artists construe the sublime. One confirms a classical

individuals, portray the sublime. Bierstadt was one of the first

Immense clouds and skies draw the viewer into deep and

histories, perspectives, and values. Previously, attention focused

3

interpretation, and the other departs from and restructures it.

to make a name based on his Western paintings and rouse

distant horizons, looking to convey the awesome.

solely on the Euro-American or colonial point of view and history.

Throughout the exhibition, this is evident as some contemporary

attention about the wondrous regions he visited, especially

The exhibition strives to examine landscape art of the region

artists grasped the archetypal model while others responded

Yosemite. Several years later, Thomas Moran achieved similar

Nisbet, a contemporary admirer of the Hudson River School,

under a critical guise while still recognizing the achievements of

with unconventional renderings. Even two hundred years ago

accolades after exploration through Yellowstone. Their attain-

creates his images based on immersion into the West. He

historical artists of the period. The West consists of the original

the sublime was considered a “slippery term” and still resonates

ments placed them within an offshoot of the Hudson River

realizes that “Landscapes gain authenticity when they are

exhibition looks at these nuances and outlooks on nature in art.

14

15

fashioned in response to a spiritually lived experience.”6 Forster,

but one seen every day.9 Forsman engages with the land where

cake, with a bit of poisonous rhetoric inside,” and that these

and Beautiful (1968) how words influence the passions: “Words

a friend and collaborator of Nisbet, regularly journeyed into the

he lives, seeing mundane features in a new light while painting

14

types of paintings altered and hid viewpoints and narratives.

were only so far to be considered, as to show upon what principle

mountains with him, taking photographs of the same sights. On

concerns about the future.

He changes the original image to include references to today’s

they were capable of being the representatives of these natural

technology: a hydrologic dam and two fishermen using a hacked

things, and by what powers they were able to affect us often

his adventures, he had many close calls with lightning strikes
and torrential storms. While taking the photograph, Hail Maker,

The landscape and elements of the sublime appear in Native

electric line, an absurd situation which provokes questions

as strongly as the thing they represent, and sometimes much

New Mexico, 2007, included in the exhibition, he experienced a

American traditional art forms. In contemporary weaving,

about the use of natural resources.

more strongly.”15 Throughout the exhibition and this catalogue

heart-pounding transcendental moment where he felt “…in the

Ramona Sakiestewa, a Hopi weaver, painter, and architectural

sublime” itself.7 A photographer of landscapes and Western

designer looks through abstract shards in her Urban Galaxy

All works of art in The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of

landscape concerning their works of art. In understanding a

figures, Jay Dusard patiently waited years to capture his

series. Each color represents an element of the scene she

the American West are, in some way, poignant commentary of

work of art, the artists’ words bring about a greater degree of

photograph of Mule Mountain in Southern Arizona with precise

sees every day in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The colors of the

natural forces and their innate connection to humankind. They

dimension and enhanced visual experiences.

lighting and depth of clouds. It was through the act of waiting

10

Southwestern environment directly inspired her textiles.

are not all images of doom or apocalypse, but considerations for

and the resulting satisfaction that the photographer brought

Her work, as well as weavings by Diné (Navajo) artist Marlowe

thought and reflection. Sublime landscapes can be grandiose or

This exhibition encourages audiences to look at selections

this sublime landscape into being.

Katoney, relate direct interpretation of the land whether literal

intimate, dramatic or microcosmic. They may portray scientific

of art from the perspective of the artists’ lens as well as their

or abstract. Katoney connects the landscape not only in the

and documentary evidence and evoke emotional responses

words, along with the poetry connected to the traditional

Taking a different viewpoint, Karen Kitchel strips away the typical

pictorial representation of his weaving but with the loom itself.

that stir a nation to action, possess religious and spiritual

land of the Tohono O’odham people. Think about how you

formula of a landscape painting and highlights the grasses and

He sees meaning and ancestral history in his art form: each

significance, convey historical associations, promote cultural

understand and relate to your surroundings. How do you

hidden life upon the surface of the earth and the world beneath

part of the loom correlates to the Navajo story of creation,

values, or show scars of various stages of development and

connect with the landscape?

our feet. In her panel paintings, she recreates a landscape from

representing the four directions or Four Sacred Mountains.

decline. In essence, they reveal us.

the ground up. The traditional sublime idea does not consciously

He also looks to the sky, earth, nourishing rain, lightning, and

influence her work, nor does it follow romantic notions. Instead,

sunbeams for inspiration.11

are statements from contemporary artists about the sublime

Outside of visual art, words fall into the world of the sublime.
Edmond Burke (1729–1797) wrote in his famous publication, A

her approach aligns with Pre-Raphaelite landscapes, an art
movement which proceeded the Romantic era, which views

Willem Volkerz and Jack Balas look at twentieth and twenty-first-

nature as “…something to be inspected and understood and

century tourism and the need to see—and collect—elements of

conveyed in precise analytic terms.”8

extraordinary sights of the West. Volkerz examines the souvenir,

Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime

the collectible objects that one would find in visiting the tourist
attraction of Old Faithful in Yellowstone National Park. In My Trip
to Yellowstone, 2017, he uses found objects such as collectible
plates and figurines, surrounding a neon outline of an erupting
Old Faithful Geyser. In Rumor, 2002, Balas explores the subject
of tourists themselves. Looking over a viewpoint at the Grand
Canyon in Arizona, he watched passersby and considered “the
grand evidence of our mortality, our ephemerality so graphically

1
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in Western lands in his painting Chasm, 1983. From the metal

editing programs. By the same token, Ethan Murrow replicated
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Acknowledging Land
Martina Dawley (Diné/Hualapai)

For Diné, each direction marked by four sacred mountains—

shoes and jogged out the door. The first two miles were warm.

disappears. For humans the night brings mystery. Excitement.

the pristine landscapes and ecosystems. The array of land

Sisnaajiní (Blanca Peak) to the east, Tsoodził (Mt. Taylor) to the

The half way mark—hot! White pasty phlegm foamed in my

Anticipation. It may symbolize death, darkness of the soul, or

formations—mountains, canyons, plateaus, and deserts—are

south, Dook’o’oosłiid (San Francisco Peaks) to the west and

throat. Serendipitously, a puddle of water broke my stride; and

loss of faith. For Diné it promotes positive self-awareness and

central to the region’s beauty and expansive scenery. Its natural

Dibé Nitsaa (Mt. Hesperus) to the north. For Hualapai, the

like a crusty old movie cowboy, I laid on my belly and sipped the

protects us from danger and evil. The sacred direction is North.

resources, scenery and vastness play important roles in the

connection to the land is in their name which means People of

stagnant offering. The land showed me, “Water is Life.”

region’s environmental history that have shaped social, cultural

the Tall Pines. We are located in northwestern Arizona, south of

and economic ideals.

the Grand Canyon.

Artistic acknowledgement of the American West honors

2

I traveled with my eldest daughter to the Makah Nation. We

Abalone Shell

traveled for four days in the great Northwest. It was epic. On the

Sun sets in the west, the sky radiates and the landscape casts

way we sat at Wishkah3 River, it was a place of nirvana. Further

White Shell

long shadows in the warm light. The lighting is perfect. Day

north we stayed near the Quinault. We didn’t see vampires. A bond

cultural relevancy is not factored into the equation to protect the

As the sun rises in the east the sky is greeted with a sliver of

takes their last breath to majestically die. In Tucson the hollow

with mother and daughter was strengthened in the landscape.

ecological environment. In 2017, Bears Ears National Monument,

white light that emerges ever so radiantly. It is magic, the

cry of mourning doves and buzzing of cicada fade as night

for example, lost 85% of its protected land under Presidential

“golden hour” that sets in to create horizontal light that casts

order, leaving the monument vulnerable to energy companies

long shadows and give the landscape a warm glow. For me, it is

Over time, socio-economic ideals shifted dramatically, and

Conclusion

approaches. The sacred direction is West.

Acknowledging Indigenous homelands is a significant step
toward reconciliation. It honors the diverse communities and

with antiquated mining leases for fossil fuel and uranium

a gift—a new day, because the dawn acknowledges a birth and

When I was a kid, I spent some time in the mountains on Hualapai

deposits. Therefore, a new paradigm of thought regarding the

new beginning of life. East is the sacred direction.

land. Memories have vanished with a few lingering. Closing

their histories. For over 500 years, Indigenous peoples stood

my eyes, I hear the sound of the adults laughing and playing a

resilient and resisted violent acts of genocide—war, human

intersectionality of cultural competence and cultural humility
It was an early October morning and a bonfire burned at the

dice game as kids played in the setting sun. The tall pine trees

trophy kills contracted by the U.S., forced removal from

mouth of the canyon. Runners from across the world quietly

casted long dark shadows on a game of hunting elk. The children

homelands. By the 1800s, settlers immigrated into the territories

sipped their drinks and ate their breakfast to fuel up for the

argued imitating the adults on who gets the best cut of meat. It

of the original inhabitants west of the Mississippi River driven

The perspective of this essay centers on how culture, natural

Canyon de Chelly 55K Ultra. The sky was dark. Head lamps and

was hard work. The landscape lulled the children to sleep.

by gold, land and religion. Manifest destiny erased our history.

lighting and personal experience creates a relationship and

the flickering of the fire danced in anticipation. Soon a Diné

appreciation to the landscape by observing the four cardinal

elder made their way to the western side of the fire and asked

Black Jet

directions—East, South, West, and North—central to most

that the crowd clear a path for the fire so it can be exposed

As darkness settles in, the sun has traveled to other lands

Indigenous communities. Because I cannot speak for all tribes, I

toward the east. The elder greeted the sun as it began to emerge

and the moon appears. If the moon is full, darkness becomes

can briefly speak about my tribe’s—Diné (Navajo) and Hualapai—

beyond the canyon walls and prayed for strength and safety for

shadows. Shadows come to life. The landscape changes or

are essential tools for addressing cross-cultural relationships,
problems and needs.

1

relationships to the four cardinal directions. I know that East is

the runners. Unlike other races, we began the race shouting to

our North. It keeps us from losing our way and connects us to

the east, loud with enthusiasm and joy. I breathed in the cool

our homelands.

morning air and embraced the landscape.

We endured. We are not victims.4 We are stewards of the land.
We are protectors.

Turquoise
Over the course of a day, the landscape changes with the light.

Ha’a’aah
(East)

At the middle of the day, the land receives direct, downward
sunlight. The day’s life is half over. The land, plants, water, and

Náhookos
(North)

all living creatures move about their day, some busy and some

Shádi’ááh
(South)

not so busy. People move about their day—working, exercising,
playing. The healthy provide for the elders and the sick. Hard
work is praised. The sacred direction is South.

E’e’aah
(West)

1

Campinha-Bacote, J., (December 4, 2018) “Cultural Competemility: A Paradigm
Shift in the Cultural Competence versus Cultural Humility Debate—Part I” OJIN:
The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing Vol. 24, No. 1.

2

Aronilth, W., Jr. 1992. Foundation of Navajo Culture. Tsaile, AZ: Tsaile Press.

It was high noon in June in the heart of Tohono O’odham homelands. I was 16 years old and decided to run 10 miles. I tied my

Diné Four Sacred Directions
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3

“Wishkah” is a Chehalis word, pronounced hwish-kahl, meaning “stinking water.”
The Chehalis people are native people in western Washington state.

4

“Survivance is an active sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a
mere reaction, or a survivable name. Native survivance stories are renunciations of
dominance, tragedy and victimry”. –Gerald Vizenor (Anishinaabe)

Whose Sublime is it Anyway?
Music Mountains

Christine C. Brindza

Cemamagi, Tumamac
Babad Do’ag, Santa Catalina Mountains
Cuk Do’ag, Black Mountains, Tucson Mountains

“Whereas the beautiful is limited, the sublime is limitless, so that the mind in the presence of the sublime,

Cew Do’ag, Rincon Mountains

attempting to imagine what it cannot, has pain in the failure but pleasure in contemplating the immensity of

Giho Do’ag, Kihotoa, Burden Basket Mountain

the attempt.” —Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 1781, treatise

Waw Giwulig Do’ag, Baboquivari Mountain
It has been said before
these mountains will not listen
if we simply speak words to them.
They will only hear us
if we come with melody, rhythm,
pitch and harmony.

“When I look out on such a night as this, I feel as if there could be neither wickedness nor sorrow in the world;
and there certainly would be less of both if the sublimity of Nature were more attended to, and people were
carried more out of themselves by contemplating such a scene.” —Fanny Price, Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, 1814, novel
“But there was this one Rothko that was sublime, bro! Oh, my God!” —Luis, Ant-Man, 2015, Marvel, film

To these circling mountains
we must speak with voices in
songs, rhythmic speeches, orations and prayers.
We must be prepared with repetition,

The three quotes above use the word sublime in historical and

intellectual, or moral worth; c: tending to inspire awe usually

a singular, undisturbed beat.

modern contexts: an original philosophical treatise, a novel,

because of elevated quality (as of beauty, nobility, or grandeur)

That is the way of mountains.

and a contemporary superhero film. With three different uses

or transcendent excellence.”1 The word first appeared in English

This is what they want to hear.

in the span of over two hundred years, what does sublime

literature with this meaning as early as 1567 in Matthew Parker’s

We must come to them with music

truly mean? And how does this word apply to the works of art

The Whole Psalter Translated Into English Metre.2 In his section

so they are generous with the summer rain

in The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American

“To the Reader,” Parker wrote:

that appear to start their journey from their peaks.

West? An online search for “sublime” results in thousands of

We must come to them with song

answers, including the discography of Sublime, an American

Accent in place: your voyce as needth,

so they will be generous

ska punk band, and Sublime Text, a code editing program for

note number, poynte, and time:

with the winter snow that settles there.

computer programmers. In modern vernacular, it has become a

Both lyfe and grace: good reading breedth,

We must come to them with a strong recognizable beat,

descriptive term for something amazing or mind-blowing.

flat verse it reysth sublime.3

a beat that reaches the core of the mountain.
A core still molten and moving to its own sounds

Yet, for the purpose of exploring how sublime became so

For an everyday reader of the twenty-first century, that usage

and simultaneously reaches

entwined in landscape art, it is important to comprehend its

may not be easy to comprehend. However, the concept of the

a core long frozen into submission

origins, but they are—put simply—complicated. The history of

sublime traces back much earlier: to the Greek philosophers

with only a memory of the heat of its birth.

the word sublime is a centuries-old phenomenon, a descriptive

Plato (428–348 BCE) and Aristotle (384–322 BCE) linked with

For the mountains of Tucson

term, an idea, an aesthetic compendium, and a way of life; one

their theories of beauty, as well as the writings once attributed

the sound of spoken word is not enough.

connected to art, taste, beauty, pleasures, and sensations.

to Longinus.4 In the first century, Longinus’ epistolary On the

They will not hear us.

Devoting their lives to understanding this word, philosophers

Sublime emphasized aesthetics and literary critique. During

We must be prepared

realize the immeasurable effect on the arts in all forms. Nature

the zenith of the Romantic Period (approximately 1800 –1850),

with harmony,

and landscape imagery are an aesthetic branch of its philosophy.

there was an enthusiastic revival and analysis of the writings of

a strong rhythm,
a beat.
—Ofelia Zepeda, Ph.D.

From the collection Where Clouds are Formed, Sun Tracks, University
of Arizona Press, 2008. Reprinted with author’s permission.
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Longinus. This period stressed embracing emotional responses,
Among the definitions for sublime in the online Merriam-

moving away from the factual and scientific outlook in the

Webster Dictionary (2019), the description of the adjective form

previous Enlightenment Period (1685–1815). Romantic thinkers

of the word has four main points: “a: lofty, grand, or exalted in

considered the sublime rhetoric of Longinus and its relation to

thought, expression, or manner; b: of outstanding spiritual,

emotion and creative genius.

21

Primarily a text that referred to writing skills, the Longinian

It was British author, philosopher, and statesman Edmund

(1770–1831), and Rudolf Otto (1869–1937) expressed ideas on

much calmer and sophisticated statement. Neither is speaking

sublime relies upon five qualities: thoughts, pathetic, figures,

Burke (1729–1797), and his 1756 A Philosophical Enquiry into the

the subject, but in terms of sublime landscape painting of that

to the intent of the third quotation by Immanuel Kant, yet all

expression, and structure. According to the author, the first two

Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful that brought

time, the prevailing connections are with Burke and Kant. These

three are accepted uses of sublime. The sublime does not play

are “gifts of nature, whereas the other sorts depend in some

the connection of nature and the sublime to the forefront.

ideas continue to persevere today.

by the rules, and sometimes contradicts itself. It comes from

measure upon art.” Thoughts must be bold and grandiose, and

Importantly, he argued that the sublime and beautiful work in

the pathetic refers to the “power of raising the passions to a

opposition of one another. Both can bring pleasure to the mind,

Philosophies about the sublime developed through the

5

the heart but is also cerebral.

violent and event enthusiastic degree.” Of the three remaining

but the sublime moves the imagination to a deeper degree

twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Some may argue that

Stripped of all its complexities, the sublime has its most

qualities, figures refer to sentiment and language, while

of awe and horror. Burke believed that fear, terror, and pain

eighteenth and nineteenth-century views on the sublime

substantial roots in the relationships that humans have with

expression is a manner of grace and nobleness. Structure is the

can emotionally resonate more than beauty, and the highest

concentrated on the natural, and the twentieth on the industrial.

their surroundings. In the end, experiences with things much

7

necessary composition of these qualities in a striking manner.

effect can is through nature on a massive scale. It was during

Twentieth and twenty-first century philosophies of the sublime

grander and more powerful than us cause a pleasurable fear

With these, Longinus found that the writer has the power to lift

this period that sublime manifestations pointed toward large,

evolved with cultural, social, and technological change. Endless

that has taken centuries of writings and debate to define, and

the reader out of themselves above limitations of reason and

life-threatening natural occurrences on land and sea: violent

discussions about sublime theories unraveled ideas of fears and

it remains unresolved as people evolve. The human relationship

reach the sublime.

storms, volcanic eruptions, immense mountain ranges, deep

terrors behind environmental abuses, scientific advancements,

with the environment is complex, varying by culture, time,

gorges, and other cataclysmic events that excited the mind. In

and terrorism, among other considerations. In The Western

resources, and technologies.

Longinus’s work informed the development of the eighteenth-

viewing the sublime in the form of a cataclysm, the individual

Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American West exhibition,

century sublime literary “style,” which extended well into the

feels small and insignificant in comparison but exerts pleasure

the works on view may have strongest links with Burke’s or

In landscape art, artists experiment with various mediums and

following century. It stretched past the literary realm and into a

from the association.

Kant’s theories but is not limited to them. Instead, the artists

styles and persistently seek to define it in their works. Artists

can define their own sublime and discover how it relates to their

reflect these factors from their respective periods in the

6

11

holistic aesthetic concept that included fine art and music but
still contained the so-called “social passions” of joy, grief, power,

Burke noted the achievement of the effect of the sublime when

art. The emphasis is not always on the cataclysmic, but often

landscape art they created, often revealing intense awareness

etc. Renewed interest in the work of Longinus likely emerged

the danger is at a distance. One could encounter the sublime by

the personal, emotional response that an artist bestows upon

about a place or time in history. Every work of art can present a

after French critic Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux (1636–1711)

viewing a painting, reading literature or poetry, or experiencing

a landscape image.

new sublime, a fresh definition, and an original understanding of

translated On the Sublime in 1674 from its original ancient

an event from a safe space but still feel engaged in the emotive

Greek into French. This made Longinus’s ideas available to a

experience. His theories stressed a “sublime of nature,” and

In the quotes presented at the beginning of this essay, a quickly

wider audience.

divinity found within observance. Other philosophers reacted

delivered line by Luis in the superhero film Ant-Man refers to the

Can the sublime landscape only be a rendition of terror and

to Burke’s writings, and one of the most noted is Immanuel

excitement of an engaging and powerful experience in front of

deluge? Does it need to have spiritual, emotional effect or

Kant (1724 –1804).

an abstract sublime painting by Mark Rothko. It is meant to be

convey great magnitude? Or, is it purely an uncategorical

amusing because it is not a sentence that this character was

experience that transcends beyond expression?

8

Aligned with philosophies of beauty, an immense amount of
conjecture on the sublime and its relative aesthetics took place

the world around us.

throughout Europe. Samuel Monk, author of The Sublime (1960),

Kant, a German philosopher, composed writings that detailed

likely to say. Alternatively, Jane Austin’s character Fannie Price

wrote, “…a great variety of men at one time or other composed an

his opinions of how the sublime consists of ideas of reason that

makes an exclamation of peace with nature in her quotation, a

essay or a book or a poem on taste or beauty or sublimity or the

have moral and spiritual implications. He delineated it into two

pleasures of the imagination or the art of poetry, of painting, or of

forms: the mathematical and the dynamical. The mathematical

music… considerable interests was manifested in the questions

relates to size and scale, such as a towering mountain, and

of why objects are beautiful and how those objects affect one.”

the dynamical refers to human encounters, emotions, and

9

experience.11 In Kant’s Observations on the Feeling of the
Writings on the subject heightened critical thinking about the

Beautiful and Sublime, (1764) he explains that the sublime is

idea of the sublime and its connection to nature. For example,

stronger than beauty, as it is transitory, and that emotion exerts

in the early 1700s, British philosophers Anthony Ashley Cooper

powers over the soul.13 Like Burke, Kant believed in how feelings

(1621–1683), John Dennis (1657–1734), and Joseph Addison

of awe and terror derive from natural forms, but he moved the

(1672–1719) wrote about their terrifying experiences in the Alps

sublime definition from a “…quality residing in the object to the

in aesthetic terms. The mountains, cliffs, and dangerous terrain

perceiver’s state of mind.…”14

were frightening, yet their writings unveiled an appreciation of
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the fear found in the natural landscape. Addison observed in

Encumbered with meanings aplenty, discussions about the

Remarks on Several Parts (1745), “The Alps fill the mind with an

sublime carried on well into the nineteenth century. These “later

6

Monk, 13.

agreeable kind of horror.”10 For him, the personal engagement

sublimes” continued to alter the theories behind the word,

7

Monk, 14.

with the Alps and his terrifying feelings of it resulted in a sublime

and several notable philosophers circulated their concepts.
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sensation and experience.
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Dared, Discovered, and Delineated:
Landscape Art of the American West and the Sublime
Christine C. Brindza

An O’odham in Yosemite
My O’odham world is turned upside down.

We take a walk.

July, with temperatures etched in triple digits

Passing a sign designating the famous John Muir Trail.

we head for California.

Trees with red snow markers

Yosemite, in July we wear jackets

ten feet, fifteen feet up. Unfathomable.

and light sweet smelling fires in our tents

We sit on the grassy bank,

each morning to take the edge of the cold off.

put our feet into the icy, cold water of the Merced River.

Deer wander on the edges of the camp area

I lie back on this sunny Yosemite morning.

unafraid.

Watch white thunderclouds begin to gather.

We stand in the parking lot watching them feed.

It is quiet and perfect for a mountain morning.

At the registration desk we leaf through the photo album.

In the evening the crunching sound of footgear on

With some anxiety we look at images of cars torn open

gravel paths across Tuolumne Meadow.

like cardboard boxes.

At one point a voice says, “Turn off the flashlights.”

Broken windows, doors mangled as

We all instinctively hit off switches.

easily as a piece of paper.

It is a moonless, cloudless night.

We are warned about not keeping food in our vehicle

We stand in the meadow and look up.

or our tent. They are serious when they talk about this.

To an outsider we must have looked like a group of animals

We have no room to doubt them.

frozen in fear or perhaps we resembled early

We attempt to be fastidious

people who in their first wanderings stop

and obediently utilize the bear boxes in the parking lots.

to observe something never observed before by humans.

The grass here is thicker than that of green places I’ve known.

With our shared senses and knowledge of our world

Thicker and greener than northern Arizona,

we look around. The stars are thick above the granite peaks.

the White Mountains cannot compete.

The dome of stars is a white mass above us.

Is it the elevation, the snow level?

We look all around in awe. Awe, broken

The kind of rain they must get here.

by someone slapping a mosquito.

Something in the water.

Otherwise it is a quiet and perfect mountain evening.
—Ofelia Zepeda, Ph.D.

The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American West

attention focused on the newly-yielded Western lands, the

exhibition focuses on the personal, intimate relationship artists

artistic epicenter was in the Northeast. The West lies on the

have with the land around them. Their portrayals of expansive

far periphery, not fully integrated, and a “terra incognita.”1 When

vistas or minute ecosystems showcase varied interpretations of

attention turned westward, Americans needed to take the first

the land and how they develop across cultures and over time. The

step in engaging cultural interest in their environment, as well

consistent theme within this exhibition is an essential link with

as acquire the skills to interpret it.

human experience and emotion. Each artist has a remarkable
story in how they apply—or reject—traditional ideologies

In the past, artists in the United States had the unique ability

of the sublime. Whether Indigenous, African American, or

to collaborate, encourage, and compete with one another to

Euro-American; historic or contemporary; and regardless of

institute new and distinctive representations of landscape art.

gender, every artist in the exhibition contributes to the global

The nuanced, dramatic, and romantic aspects of the untamed

perceptions of the American West. Through an examination of

wilderness appealed to artists in America, who in the early

late nineteenth and early twentieth-century sublime imagery

nineteenth century began to understand that it was a source

and examples of contemporary work created within the past

of national pride. The United States grappled with its newness

thirty years, there are drastic, or subtle, evidences of how the

and looked to Europe for descriptive and aesthetic methods

sublime outgrew its shell of awe-inspiring and fearful imagery

to construe its uncovered scenic splendors. This dependence

into an outlet of personal, expressive understanding of the

on European description and interpretation became integral to

world around us.

the advancement of this genre until American self-confidence,
actualized in the exploration and fascination with the West,

In the nineteenth century, American artists developed a unique

finally jolted Americans away from this reliance in the second

type of landscape painting derived from European art, artists,

half of the century.2

and influential writers and critics of the period, mainly from
England. What set them apart were their representations of

The writings of John Ruskin (1819–1900), an English art critic, are

uniquely American sites—from the wilderness of the Northeast

exceedingly influential in the presentation of the sublime in art

to the Rocky Mountain West. These external stimuli inspired

produced in the United States, especially landscape painting. He

artists to apply nineteenth-century ideologies to landscape art,

instructed artists to be truthful to nature’s forms, as he believed

typically identified by having one of three main characteristics:

it would lead to higher truths.3 As a young man, Ruskin published

the beautiful, the picturesque, and the sublime. The Western

short works in magazines, but in 1836, he replied to a critique

Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American West primarily

of a painting by artist J.M.W. Turner (1775–1851) in Blackwood’s

concentrates on the sublime landscape, which emphasizes

Magazine. Though unpublished, this was the first occasion he

power, transcendence, fear, and magnitude.

wrote of finding “truth in nature” and freedom from pictorial
conventions, a theme he would continue to address in writings for

The nineteenth and early-twentieth century representations of

decades.4 He expressed the necessity for artists to “go to Nature

art included in The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of

in all singleness of heart… having no other thoughts but how

the American West concentrate on a selection of artists who

best to penetrate her meaning, and remember her instruction;

rendered the Western geographical region of the United States

rejecting nothing, selecting nothing, and scorning nothing.”5

with aspects of the sublime. These artists followed the writings

From the collection Where Clouds are Formed, Sun Tracks, University
of Arizona Press, 2008. Reprinted with author’s permission.
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of Edmund Burke and Immanuel Kant and their theories of

Turner, an English painter, known for his moody, atmospheric

aesthetics. When the country was in infancy and before any

seas and landscapes, used concentrations of light and depth

25

it fueled the ‘American Sublime’ as seen in the art of landscape

artistic conventions and techniques, but did not reflect all

painters such as Frederic Edwin Church and Albert Bierstadt…”

9

the country’s residents. This system overlooked Indigenous

Martin’s paintings, along with other works of the time, included

people and primarily focused on educated, white, adult male

Biblical references and stories that were often allegorical,

perspectives.13 Most noted landscape artists of this period

inserting angels and Biblical characters amongst storms, floods,

were a part of this spectrum and pursued subjects that best

and other cataclysmic destruction. Attracted to these themes of

emanated these achievements.

religious allegory, destruction, and nature were certain American
painters in quest of an extraordinary perspective, who found the

Following their example, Cole traveled through the Hudson

land around them a rich source of inspiration.

River Valley and painted scenes based on his experiences. As
the story relates, in 1825, artists John Trumbull (1756–1843) and

The Hudson River School

Asher B. Durand (1796–1886) with art critic William Dunlap (1766–
1839), noticed Cole’s paintings of the region in a framing shop.

In the United States, English-born artist Thomas Cole (1801–

Elated, Dunlap felt his work displayed “…moral sublimity of virtue

1848) pursued American cultural self-awareness in his landscape

and gave us the majesty of religion with all her sweetness.”14

paintings. Because the country did not have a long academic

Cole’s work generated a moral and otherworldly connection in

transition of art to reference, he borrowed elements of aesthetic

relationship to the Divine.

tradition from Europe to help interpret the natural world. Cole
embraced the wilderness around him, eventually becoming

Before Cole, landscape art in the United States was mostly

a premier painter of landscapes and ultimately affecting the

unknown. Cole’s body of work acted as a substitute for a missing

“American way of seeing” for decades.

national tradition, and it attracted other artists to act and

10

cultivate this new, American approach. Cole emphasized the
Credited with being the father of the Hudson River School,

importance of the creative role of the artist, using the wilderness

the young and ambitious Cole sought to find his niche in

as a reflection of God’s wishes. However, he felt conflicted about

painting, and he began to examine scenes of the wilderness in

his love of untouched nature and pride regarding American

the Northeastern United States. As a young artist, he studied

progress, anticipating a time for “temple, tower, and dome.”15

at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and then moved to
Joseph Mallord William Turner, Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing Overboard the Dead and Dying, Typhoon Coming On), 1840. Oil on canvas, 35.75 x 48.25 in.
Photograph © 2019 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

New York, seeking a “higher style of landscape.”11 Cole became

This tension is present in one of the most famous of Cole’s

inspired by the paintings of Thomas Doughty (1791–1856) and

paintings, The Oxbow (View from Mount Holyoke, Northampton,

Thomas Birch (1779–1851) who took a trip along the Schuylkill

Massachusetts, after a Thunderstorm), 1836, as the artist

in his paintings depicting shipwrecks, storms, and unrestrained

Raphael (1483–1520), Ruskin applauded the PRB’s ideas. They

River in New York and painted what they experienced on their

explored the dichotomy of humankind and nature. He imposed

skies. Today, these paintings—referred to as the quintessence

rejected the Mannerist7 approach of artists like Raphael and

journeys. Upon seeing their works at the Academy, Cole decided

a portrait of himself amongst the wilderness, looking over a

of the sublime—are gloomy, horrific scenes that stimulated

instead sought intense color, mimesis of nature, and intricate

to solely focus his career on landscape painting.

precipice onto fields of farmland. In the distance, a storm

fearful, yet satisfying reactions in those who viewed them.

compositions. Frequently credited with influence in this avant-

Ruskin identified Turner’s abilities and advocated for him,

garde, “anti-sublime” movement, Ruskin and his writings were

Cole and his fellow artists highlighted the exceptional natural

hill are prominent, which according to some scholars consist of

describing the artist as one who could “stirringly and truthfully

conducive to that emerging style.8 This association lasted for a

forms of their burgeoning country, which was in the process of

Hebrew letters forming the word Noah, or if viewed upside down

measure the moods of Nature.” He endorsed the need for

relatively short period, but their doctrine of studying nature in

being “discovered” and documented by its European settlers. In

Shaddai, The Almighty.16

artists to include minute details seen in the natural world,

detail inclined artists to ruminate upon their ideals well into the

tandem with European ideologies, Americans extolled sublime

such as degrees of weather, mountains, and other distinct

twentieth century.

virtue of the wilderness with ideas of transcendentalism

Cole’s only student, Frederic Edwin Church (1826–1900) ignited

and expressions of God’s will.12 Over time, components of

the spark of the Hudson River School. Called the “Michelangelo

Conversely, some artists who continued to follow Turner’s ideas,

spirituality, science, and history would be divulged through

of landscape art” by his peers, Church went on to become one

such as English painter John Martin (1789–1854), astonished

their representations of the American landscape, establishing

of America’s wealthiest landscape painters of the time.17 In

After his publication of Modern Painters, Vol I in 1843, Ruskin

the public with his triptych The Last Judgement, 1851–1853. His

an American identity in the process.

Nature and Culture: American Landscape Painting 1825–1875

became associated with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood

paintings followed Biblical themes from the Book of Revelation

(PRB), a group of artists dedicated to finding “truth in nature”

and the end of the world, which, according to Alison Smith (2013)

The landscape paintings that arose during this period were

becomes the public voice of a culture, summarizing its beliefs,

by close observation. Aptly named for their exploration into the

in The Sublime in Crisis: Landscape Painting after Turner, his

Eurocentric constructs reflecting Western religions, social

embodying its ideas, and confirming its assumptions.”18

period of art before the time of the Renaissance and the artist

work “…was shown in New York in 1856 to great acclaim where

and political conditions, and shared histories, as well as

Church painted the Andes of Ecuador and parts of Latin

6

topographical formations. Countless artists looked at Turner’s
work and found profound inspiration.

26

approaches. In this panorama, logging scars on the distant

(1981), Barbara Novak wrote, “He is a paradigm of the artist who

27

America, but he and fellow Hudson River School artists gained

of painting both realistic and idealized portrayals of the

materialized from the Hudson River School, and subject matter

Settlement occurred in the West, throughout the century,

national fame with depictions of a popular North American

landscape. Ultimately, dozens of artists identified as part of the

expanded farther than ever imagined. Paintings eventually

taking possession of ancestral Indigenous lands and exploiting

subject, Niagara Falls.

Hudson River School. John Casilear (1811–1893), Alvan Fisher

surpassed early sublime ideas of replicating magnificence,

its properties. Steamboats, wagon trains, and eventually

(1792–1863), Sanford Robinson Gifford (1823–1880), George

morality, and spiritualism, and began to contain symbols of

railroads plowed through harsh terrain, unstoppable forces

A must-see destination for residents of the Northeast at the

Inness (1825 –1894), Samuel F. B. Morse (1791–1872, Hermann

progress and expansion.

seeking the new “promised land.”26 Some who came West

time, artists visited and painted this waterbody that straddles

Herzog (1832–1932), and Worthington Whittredge (1820 –1910),

the borders between New York State and Ontario, Canada. Due

are all counted as Hudson River School painters, among many

Eventually, Hudson River School artists and their successors

claimed acres of land for farming and ranching. Jobs and

to its immense size, roaring sounds, and dangerous cliffs, its

more. These artists juxtaposed humanity, agriculture, and

would reach beyond the Catskills and into the Western frontier.

entrepreneurial opportunities thrived during the construction

imagery is unsurprisingly sublime and one of the key subjects

technologies with wild, untamed nature. Through turbulent

The wildernesses within the United States flourished as

of the railroads, attracting more people to booming towns,

of the Hudson River School. Along with Church, Jasper Francis

social change, such as the industrialization of the United

symbols of national pride.

Cropsey (1823 –1900), John Frederic Kensett (1816–1872),

States, the establishment of the railroad, the American Civil

the West through government and railroad surveys, awakening

and Albert Bierstadt (1830–1902) painted Niagara Falls.19 The

War, and post-War Reconstruction, these landscape painters

public interests in the region and examining the idea of

By the end of the American Civil War, new strings of settlers

ability to travel to these sights, an early “tourism” of upper and

held onto beliefs of what the wilderness represented to them

“national culture.” William Cronon (1992) in his essay, “Telling

aspired to a clean slate far from crowded cities and post-War

middle classes, further promoted the emerging perceptions of

and their country.

Tales on Canvas: Landscapes of Frontier Change” speaks

struggles. During this period, the country sought a common

of how few painters could escape the appeal of the frontier

thread to reunite its people, and the imagery offered by artists

While the country developed with multiple, complex political

narrative. “Not only did artists record on canvas Americans

at the time spurred beliefs that such new opportunities could

The influence of the Hudson River School spanned from

and social changes, painters left visual records of the shifting

most dearly held beliefs about the meaning of national

be found in the West. Bierstadt painted colossal, dramatic,

approximately 1825 to 1870, encompassing several generations

feelings of the period. Outgrowths of artistic styles and methods

progress; they discovered those meanings embedded right in

and sublime scenes which prompted emotional reactions and

the landscape itself.”22 Lavish imagery of expansive skies and

recovered pride in one’s country. Known for giant canvases, he

abundant resources, as well as writings and propagandist

seized the challenge to create immortalized, panoramic, and

catchphrases such as “Westward Ho!” and “Go West, young

sublime landscapes in their entire romantic splendor.

American identity and its connection with the wilderness.

were prospectors in search of gold and silver, while others

20

Early explorations took place in

including immigrants from Asia and Europe.

21

man, go West, and grow up with the country,” stirred the most
ambitious and adventurous to brave the dangerous trip West.23

Bierstadt’s first trip to the West took place in 1859 as part of

Artists of varied backgrounds also embarked into the remote

Colonel Frederic West Lander’s expedition, and he returned in

and unfamiliar region, taking commissions from the railroad

the following years. He traveled to other Western destinations,

conglomerates or deciding to venture through the West on

eager for personal engagement in “Wonderland;” making

their own volition.

sketches, studies, and taking photographs in preparation for
large canvases he would finish in his studio after the arduous

Landscapes and the March of Empire

journeys.27 In 1863, the artist first visited the highly-regarded
Yosemite Valley, viewing El Capitan and Half Dome for himself,

Among the most notorious of landscape artists to travel

and sparking a lifelong relationship with this region. He also

to the West was Albert Bierstadt. Born in Germany in 1830,

painted epic scenes of the Rocky Mountains, Yellowstone, and

Bierstadt’s family immigrated to the United States when he

the Northwest coast. Beyond the West, on further excursions,

was a child. Artistically trained at the Dusseldorf Academy, his

he reached Alaska and the Caribbean. But none held such a

early landscape paintings were of the Alps, a precursor to the

deep interconnection to him as Yosemite.

mountains of the West. He traveled with surveyors working for
the United States government in the late 1850s and 1860s, first

Bierstadt’s paintings of the Yosemite Valley in the 1860s are

painting scenes along the Overland Trail. Referred to as one

evidence of his ability to impress audiences. His Valley of the

of the “march of empire” painters by William H. Goetzmann and

Yosemite, for example, exhibited in the New York Sanitary

William N. Goetzmann (2009) in The West of the Imagination,

Fair of 1864, obtained the highest sale price of the event. He

Bierstadt conveyed mood and romantic views rather than

created a public relations sensation after his visit to Yosemite,

wholly factual scenes related to westward movement across the

as which may have aided in the interest in his work. Scholars

region.25 Bierstadt’s landscape work heralded Manifest Destiny,

argue to what role Bierstadt played in the founding of Yosemite

a term first devised in 1845 by John L. O’Sullivan in an article

as an early model for a National Park, which occurred the same

about the annexation of Texas. It noted that the West was a gift

year Abraham Lincoln signed the Yosemite Grant Act into law

from God on which to settle.

on June 30, 1864, reserving the land under the governance

24

Thomas Cole, View from Mount Holyoke, Northampton, Massachusetts, after a Thunderstorm—The Oxbow, 1836. Oil on canvas, 51.5 x 76 in.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Gift of Mrs. Russell Sage, 1908. 08.228
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of California. A series of Yosemite photographs by Carleton

he accompanied Ferdinand V. Hayden and his government

about painting “true to nature” were but a reflection of years

Watkins, which Bierstadt admired, may have had more

expedition in 1871.

past. The colors, drama, and atmosphere acted as a focal point of

32

significant influence as the White House possessed copies of

the composition rather than exactness of topography. Although
Moran, an artist born in England who grew up in Philadelphia,

recognizable and bold in scope, Moran’s second rendition

started his career in illustration, studying art under his brother,

concentrated on a radiant orange and gold chasm and widespread

Even though he witnessed the incredible sights of the West,

Edward. During the American Civil War, he traveled to England

vapors above the Lower Falls—altered from the comparably

Bierstadt’s images were not fully accurate depictions of the

and studied the works of J.M.W. Turner. In his early years, Moran

yellowed canyon walls and atmosphere of his 1872 original.41

landscapes he encountered. His mountains regularly invoked

admired John Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood,

memories of the Alps rather than the Rockies; striving for

concentrating on literal transcriptions of nature.

the photographer’s work.
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During his extensive career, Moran traveled across the West to
other regions, including Yosemite, Idaho, and the Southwest,

the melodramatic and sensational rather than the truthful.
Thomas Moran, The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, 1893–1901. Oil on canvas, 96.5 x
169.375 in. Smithsonian American Art Museum, Gift of George D. Pratt, 1928.7.1

and applied Turner-esque ideals to his dozens of landscape

from the Nathaniel P. Langford expedition of the same area

Green River in what was then Wyoming Territory. Eight years

New Mexico and Arizona and studied the architecture and land

critics began to publicize their dissent with his large, overly

for publication in Scribner’s Magazine and longed to see the

after the journey, he painted The Mirage, 1879, based on his

formations in 1907 or 1908, making a limited series of sketches.

theatrical canvases. With a failed attempt to have the United

place for himself.33 Hired by the Northern Pacific Railroad to

first-hand encounter with those cliffs. At that time, a railroad

These resulted in intimate scenes he painted years later,

States Congress purchase his paintings for the Capitol in

render impressive images of Yellowstone, the works created by

reached Green River, but he did not paint evidence of the

including Acoma Pueblo, 1916 and Laguna Pueblo, 1919. In the

1867, and a dramatic drop in the value of his work at auction,

Moran promoted the region as a “Western Eden” for both future

human-made structure. Instead, he chose to create a pristine,

1910s, as his career wound down, Moran revisited themes of the

Bierstadt’s career was on a steady decline. It appeared that tastes

visitation and settlement.

romantic image of Indigenous people riding on horseback

Southwest and Grand Canyon, painting its grandeur in small-

into the distance through a hazy mist. In this idyllic scene, he

scale renditions such as Grand Canyon (Mist in the Canyon),

amplified warm tones and embellished the natural forms.

1915. By this time, he was in his 80s; a mature artist who knew

During most of the 1860s, Bierstadt’s paintings commanded

When offered to join the Hayden expedition, Moran seized

astronomical prices for their day, the artist proving quite an

the opportunity. Previously, he reworked sketches of drawings

entrepreneur and showman. By the end of the decade, however,

34

were changing. Nevertheless, another artist and greenhorn
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of the West, Thomas Moran (1837–1926), achieved success in

While on the journey, Moran and appointed expedition photo-

1872 when Congress purchased his The Grand Canyon of the

grapher William Henry Jackson sketched and photographed

Yellowstone after the establishment of Yellowstone as the first

the various sites they encountered in the Yellowstone region.

Over time, Moran moved away from the PBR rhetoric and deeper

National Park.29 It was only in 1875 that Congress finally bought

The men set up in relatively the same areas and captured

into the values of the sublime. Seeing himself as an artist, and

two of Bierstadt’s paintings for $10,000, far below his initial

unknown places for the first time. The images the men produced

not a recorder of facts, he felt more freedom to paint what he

request of $40,000.

proved to be significant to the Hayden expedition, and soon

desired. Peter H. Hassrick (2002) states in Drawn to Yellowstone:

30

the environs of the West, but never seemed to tire from them.

after his return, Moran painted one of the most iconic visions

Artists in America’s First National Park, “…Moran underwent a

More than a century after his death, Bierstadt’s oeuvre warrants

of the West. His ten feet-long oil on canvas, The Grand Canyon

philosophical retroflexion that would view such scenes as the

informed critical analysis both aesthetically and historically.

of the Yellowstone, featured the Lower Falls of the Yellowstone

Lower Falls with ‘terrible joy’ and ‘delightful horror,’ reactions

At the height of his career, he contributed to the modeling of

River, and was a sensation upon its debut in New York. After its

intended to overwhelm the viewer with savage emotion.”40

American identity through his epic canvases which, from today’s

purchase by the government, it premiered as the first landscape

perspective, touched upon subjects such as land and wildlife

to hang in the Capitol.35 The artist affectionately called it his “Big

Carrying the momentum from his previous successes, Moran

conservation, national parks, and social and political factors of

Picture,” one that purveyed dramatic wilderness and conjured

joined the John Wesley Powell expedition in 1873 to explore the

the period. His landscapes have proven to withstand the test

awe and wonder.

Colorado River, and part of its route was an investigation of the
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of time as art scholars continue to examine his work in recent

paintings. For instance, the artist visited Pueblo communities in

Grand Canyon in today’s Arizona. Again, he sought to create

exhibitions like Albert Bierstadt: Witness to a Changing West.

Thomas Moran, Acoma Pueblo, 1916. Oil on panel, 12.5 x 17.5 x 1.375 in. GM 0137.1116
Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Moran’s experience in Yellowstone shaped his career and

an awe-inspiring painting, this time The Grand Chasm of the

stayed with him for the rest of his life. He proudly added a “Y”

Colorado, 1873–1874. It did not reach the same acclaim as his

Another artist of scholarly attention and a rival of Bierstadt,

to his monogram to signify “Yellowstone” as his middle name.
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The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, but the piece showed

A contemporary of Bierstadt and Moran, painter Thomas Hill

Thomas Moran, built his artistic career by accompanying

When confronted about the accuracy of his painting, claiming

unrestrained nature and an overwhelming presence of great

(1829 –1908) left an indelible mark in American landscape

government expeditions in the West and painting majestic

that his scope is not realistic, he responded that “…all my

chasms and bold colors—a very sublime subject. It too was

painting. S.G.W. Benjamin (1880), author of Art in America claimed

scenes. Both artists formulate part of the Rocky Mountain

tendencies are toward idealization… The forms are extremely

purchased by Congress.

that these men “…dared, discovered, and delineated for us the

School, a subdivision of the Hudson River School that focuses

wonderful and pictorial, and, while I desired to tell truly of

on landscapes and interpretations of the Western region.

Nature, I did not wish to realize the scene literally, but to convey

As Moran’s style evolved, focusing on sublime compositions, he

Hill journeyed to Yosemite, Yellowstone, and other locations

Interestingly, it seemed that Moran’s star rose while Bierstadt’s

its true impression.”38

painted the same subjects multiple times, exploring different

throughout the West but was known as “Yosemite’s Painter.” He

angles or parts of a region. By 1893, after his second visit to

followed a similar path to Bierstadt and Moran as he, too, came

career declined. His concentration was on Yellowstone, and his

scenery of which we were hitherto the ignorant possessors.42

first major painting, rendered on a scale that equaled Bierstadt’s

Moran found inspiration in other parts of the Rocky Mountains

Yellowstone, Moran painted another version of The Grand

to the United States at a young age and studied art for some

earlier paintings, resulted from his direct experience when

while on the Hayden expedition. He sketched the cliffs of the

Canyon of the Yellowstone, but by this time, his initial feelings

time in Europe, but he attended the Pennsylvania Academy of
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Fine Arts as well. Exposed to the Hudson River School painters

homemade devices and tricks, just as painters improvised and

potential, Bartlett, also an artist, and Pratt both sketched and

completion of most government surveys in the latter half of the

and their choices of subject, Hill spent time in New Hampshire

devised methods of their own with sketchbooks, watercolors,

painted for critical examination and posterity. Following the

1800s, railroads soon traipsed throughout the western half of

as early as 1854, before moving to San Francisco, California.43

and paint kits.

ideology of the time, these artists were aware that the Southwest

country and unified a transcontinental railroad in 1869, making

represented the future, a place for progress and enterprise.

travel more comfortable and accessible. For artists, the West

When in California, Hill found unending inspiration in the

At the time, photography used the wet-collodion process,

multifaceted landscapes around him. In 1865, Hill traveled with

a cumbersome production method which required fragile

As the Bartlett survey traveled through the Southwest, crossing

photographer Carleton Watkins to Yosemite, two years after

equipment and chemicals, as well as a rapid development

through today’s New Mexico and Arizona, Pratt used his Hudson

the highly publicized visit by Albert Bierstadt. In 1883, Hill built

period.46 When taking landscape photographs of the wilderness,

River School artistic sensibilities and sketched the landscapes

Between artists and photographers, there was an unofficial

a studio in Yosemite Valley, immersing himself in the subject,

it proved challenging at times because the gear was too heavy or

around him to complete final paintings upon his return. Pratt

competition to present the most grandiose and dramatic

having a lifelong affection for the location.

delicate to transport or the weather conditions did not cooperate

was not a true-to-life topographical artist, but a romantic one.

depictions of Yosemite. Watkins and Muybridge both used

in the production of clear images. Muybridge employed a mobile

He took an interest in creating watercolor scenes of the land,

mammoth-sized cameras to match Bierstadt’s grand canvases,

unit carried via pack train when he crossed the Yosemite Valley,

people, and flora in the Southwest, particularly engrossed in the

and remarkably, Bierstadt studied Watkin’s photographs prior to

braving the rugged terrain for the most definitive photographs.

Rio Gila and Rio Grande rivers as well as villages, buildings, and

his 1863 trip. Amongst photographers, Watkins and Muybridge

ruins the survey encountered. He later reproduced several of

were competitors, looking to outdo one another by climbing

these watercolors in oils. For example, a watercolor depiction

mountains for the most dangerous, dramatic imagery of the

completed on the expedition, July 27, 1852, became the basis of

region’s topographical features. For an advantage, Muybridge

Basin of the Rio Gila painted three years later.

invented a “sky shade” to better capture atmospheric
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Iconography of Nationalism
Soon after the Mexican-American War (1846–1848), the United

transformed from an unknown land they could freely interpret to
an uninformed audience, to an area reachable by nearly anyone.

States government organized land surveys to document its
In Pratt’s oil version, he incorporated human elements of tents,

of Watkins.53 Their rivalry called attention to the California

by the end of the war, the United States assumed present-day

wagons, and carved trails heading toward the river. His vivid

landscape as well as established San Francisco as a leader in

Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, and Utah,

imagery and portrayal of massive depth—from rocks, to valley,

art photography in the country.

The lands

to the river, deemed complete with a gathering of rain clouds

comprised of uncharted and long-stretched deserts, high

in the distance. Pratt’s burnt sienna rock cliffs and soils offset

mountains, plains, unpredictable weather, a wide variety of

the oasis-like position of the Rio Gila, conjuring thoughts of

plant and wildlife, as well as had been the home of Indigenous

desolation, isolation, and exposure in an unforgiving desert

peoples for centuries.

wilderness. His works of art offer a unique look at the Southwest

and parts of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Wyoming.

Thomas Hill, Yosemite Valley, 1890. Oil on canvas, 34.5 x 50.5 in.
Tia Collection, Santa Fe

distinctions in Yosemite in hopes of surpassing the work

new territories. Acquiring over 500,000 square miles of territory
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In the latter half of the nineteenth century, photography was

as a sublime and historical subject.

becoming an “aesthetic pursuit” and a number of professionals

Artists accompanying United States government surveys

headed to California to explore its wonders. The state’s unique

made the first visual recordings of these unknown territories.

Along with the paintings, drawings, and prints from other artists

features: the mountain ranges, coastline, deserts, plains, as

Their images, customarily published in extensive documentary

who accompanied government surveys of that era, Pratt’s

well as the enormous trees, lured artists and photographers

reports, played a role in jumpstarting public consciousness of

romantic images stand as archetypes of Western records of a

of all kinds to “make their mark” on a place. Carleton Watkins,

what lies within these Western regions. Among this special

place and period of history. Notably, John Mix Stanley, William

Eadweard Muybridge, and other determined photographers

class of artists, Henry Cheever Pratt (1803–1880), born in

Henry Holmes, and a number of other artists took on the

settled in San Francisco. Watkins frequented Yosemite, visiting

New Hampshire, started his career as a student of Samuel F.

extensive assignments to render the geography, events, and

it beginning in 1861. He reproduced his photographs on a

B. Morse to learn fundamentals of painting. Pratt eventually

people they encountered during survey expeditions as well. On a

national scale, ultimately attracting all kinds of audiences to see

established himself as a portrait artist in Boston. He became

few occasions, artists felt inept at depicting the sights they truly

the natural marvels of the region.

a friend of Thomas Cole, and the pair traveled together to the

faced, and their companions could barely describe what they
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Eadweard J. Muybridge, The High Sierra, from Glacier Rock, No. 38, 1872, 1872.
Albumen print, 16.125 x 21.25 in. © 2019 Collection Center for Creative Photography,
The University of Arizona

White Mountains of New Hampshire in 1828, “seriously studying

saw. John Wesley Powell of the famed Geographic Expeditions

Still a relatively new technology, photographers constantly

the sublime of nature.”49 By the mid-1840s, Pratt’s landscape

along the Colorado River believed that the landscape was, “too

As artists and photographers traveled West to experience and

experimented in ways to best capture an image. Photography

paintings were stylistically similar to Cole’s.

vast, too complex, too grand for verbal description.”

Upon

satisfy their thirst for adventure and aesthetic opportunity in

viewing the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Thomas Moran

the mid-1800s, a multitude found employment or sponsorship

did not yet equal landscape paintings of the period because

50

it had not gained prominence as a form of fine art. It had an

In 1851, Pratt joined the John Russell Bartlett Survey as the official

exclaimed that, “with a kind of regretful enthusiasm that these

to fund their trips, but others toured through the West at their

experimental edge that was not mainstream or standardized.

draftsman to the United States-Mexican Boundary Commission.

beautiful tints were beyond the reach of human art.”51

own accord. One of these artists was Ralph Albert Blakelock

In a sense, photographers were outliers searching for niches

He was responsible for making sketches of the land formations

in their field, looking to be the first (or the best) to photograph

along the route and created hundreds of them while on the

American identity, projected on the Western wilderness,

Moran, or Hill. Blakelock did not travel under the auspice of

a place, person, or historical event, sometimes using their own

excursion. Recognizing that the area they traversed had great

was part of a larger “iconography of nationalism.”

the government or a railroad. Instead, he ventured West on an
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(1847–1919), an artist who does not fit the mold set by Bierstadt,
52

With the
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independent quest.54 A born New Yorker, he decided to forego

$20,000, the highest price for a work made by a living artist.57

but convey Lone Wolf’s passion for the landscape. He evokes

Though it seemed that the art of the sublime landscape

Hudson River School theories and approaches and brought

Blakelock did not fit the stereotypical standard for a Western

its grandeur and brilliance with a palette of purples, pinks, and

was just taking off in America during the latter half of

forth a mysterious vision of the West that continues to resonate

landscape painter, but he trekked across more of the West than

blues. His 1919 painting, Grand Canyon, nods to Hudson River

the nineteenth century, in Europe, Friedrich Nietzsche

in the present day.

most did at that time. His paintings embody components of the

School ideals but responds to them with his unique palette and

(1844–1900), a German philosopher, declared the sublime

sublime—melancholy, dreadful, and fearful images of nature

point of view as a Blackfeet artist.

“out of date” by 1886.61 Great Britain started to show signs

Blakelock made his first of three visits to the West in 1869 when

of disinterest as early as 1851 with the Great Exhibition in

that are haunting reminders of an artist’s inner torment.

London, through the display of examples of modernity and

he was 21 years old. His writings are unclear as to when he
visited certain areas, but throughout his three trips, he wrote

In the early 1900s, the “See America First!” campaign was a call to

industrialization. In the United States, artists adapted the

of and painted views of Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming

Americans to visit the West via railway. Travelers, mesmerized

sublime as a key mode of expression that encapsulated

Territory, Utah, Nevada, and California. He ventured outside the

by promotional materials with superfluous images created

ideas of nationalism, religion, and expansionism from the

country as well, reaching Mexico, Central America, and Jamaica.

by artists sought the fulfillment of promises of an unspoiled,

1820s until the last quarter century because of the quests

enigmatic landscape. Early tourism marketers moved away

in the West.62 After this mode of landscape painting waned,

Unfortunately, upon his return to New York, his paintings did not

from a pure examination of the wilderness and its features

plenty of landscape painters turned toward French stylistic

sell, leading to a subsequent change in style to entice buyers.

and began to promote the allure of unfamiliar Indigenous

influences of the Barbizon School, where precise translations

His work began to take on mysterious characteristics by 1879,

cultures. Ethnologists and anthropologists made discoveries

of nature replaced the “Garden of Eden” imagery.63

and in the 1880s, Blakelock painted some of his best-known

that fueled enthusiasm for America’s historical past and original

work of moonlights, twilights, and sunsets. The Grotto, 1880,

inhabitants, which led to the cultural exchange of Indigenous

By the first few decades of the 1900s in the West, with the last

once believed to be a New Mexico scene, portrays a peculiar

collectible goods and art forms.

of the continental territories becoming states, the fencing-in of
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hollow cavity surrounded by greenery and faceless figures

the open range, and the sprouting of preservational awareness

standing within it. Scholars argue that this scene is possibly

At the dawn of the twentieth century, the railroad brought a

of the environment and land, the West as subject became one

from Jamaica, demonstrating the universal and generic quality

multitude of artists of to the West who exerted new ideas and

of nostalgia. By the 1950s, traditional landscape painting as a

This painting and many others portrayed

perspectives of the landscape. Howard Russell Butler (1856–

odd, melancholy scenes with shadowy trees and luminous skies

1934), a student of Frederic Church, first ventured to California

that resonate with audiences because they do not always make

in 1877 after his father presented him with a train ticket upon

a distinction of one place. His evocative landscapes reflect

his graduation from Princeton. It was during this trip that

Lone Wolf and Indigenous artists like him strove for balance

to the times would have been considered retrogressive and

eeriness and sadness and move away from representational art

Butler began a lifelong fascination with the West, where the

in the Anglo-European art world while honoring his heritage.

dilatory to the climaxing crescendos of modern expression.”64

by using darker tonalities and less naturalistic form.

artist would eventually spend a significant amount of time in

The late nineteenth and twentieth centuries proved a difficult

Generally, American modernists did not look at nature and the

California and the Southwest. On a trip in the 1920s, Butler made

time for countless Indigenous people forced to assimilate into

wilderness as their nineteenth-century counterparts, and the

a series of plein air pastel sketches of the sights he witnessed,

colonial culture. Children attended federally-run Indian Boarding

excitement of Yellowstone, Yosemite, or other national parks

looking at transient moments—a cloud formation, sunset, or

schools. Policies stifled traditional arts, language, religion, and

ventured into clichés and aesthetic obscurity. The natural

mountain’s shadow—and recorded that period with respect

other identifiers of Indigenous cultures. The results of these

wonders of the West lost its effectiveness on the established

for the sublimity of nature. The exhibition includes samples of

practices are long-lasting, and many continue to deal with the

national consciousness.65

these sketches.59

repercussions of this system today.

It was also in the early 1900s that Blackfeet artist Lone Wolf

“Next Gen” Landscapes of the American West

his work presents.
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whole in America became passé, and Western Art as a genre fell

Lone Wolf (Hart Merriam Schultz), Grand Canyon, 1919. Oil on canvas, 30 x 34.5 in.
Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the J.C. Kinney Family. 1980.20.1

out of favor. As Peter H. Hassrick (2002) explained, “Steps toward
establishment of even a serious landscape idiom relevant

Religious and nationalistic constraints did not hold their earlier
effect, and artists and photographers looked inward at crowded

(Hart Merriam Schultz) began painting in Montana and Arizona.

city life rather than outward at panoramic vistas. With the Great

He painted various Western subjects, including cowboys,

Throughout the twentieth century, landscape painting moved

Depression and Dust Bowl in the United States in the late

Indigenous people, and landscapes. In 1909, while working in

farther away from traditional sublime principles imposed over

1920s and 1930s, artists’ points of view often became social and

Arizona at the Grand Canyon, acting as a wrangler, trail guide,

a century earlier. After the passing of Bierstadt and Moran, the

political statements. Alexandre Hogue (1898 –1994) examined

Ralph Albert Blakelock, The Grotto, 1880. Oil on canvas, 36.25 x 56.25 in.
Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, VA. Gift of Walter P. Chrysler, Jr. 71.620

and artist, he met Thomas Moran. He encouraged Lone Wolf

idea of the “sublime landscape painter” dimmed as aesthetic

the harsh treatment of Mother Nature in rural mid-Western

to pursue his talents further, and for a short time, he pursued

tastes continued to change. Nevertheless, dozens of artists

areas, laying bare the realities of agribusiness, while Thomas

Penniless for years, Blakelock’s family struggled, and eventually

academic painting at the Art Institute of Chicago and the Arts

continued to follow the course so thoughtfully laid out by Cole

Hart Benton (1889–1975), John Stueart Curry (1897–1946), Grant

the artist was committed into a mental institution for paranoia

Students League of Los Angeles. With a wide array of private

and the Hudson River School. Some felt drawn to the PBR, while

Wood (1891–1942), and an array of Regionalist artists painted

and schizophrenia. Within a few years, critics and buyers took

and corporate patrons, Lone Wolf painted canvases for the

others decided to pursue modernist standards. With expanded

small-town America, equipped with oil fields, plowed farmlands,

notice of the artist’s paintings, and by the early 1910s, Blakelock’s

Santa Fe Railroad. His attention to detail in his paintings of the

artistic thinking and a new century, came new interpretations

railroads, power lines, and automobiles.

work was selling for record amounts. In 1916, a painting sold for

Grand Canyon unravel to be more than a geographical depiction

of the landscape.
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In the Southwest, Taos and Santa Fe, New Mexico proved to

symbolize wild America, offering an intensified psychological

The exhibition includes selected artists who have not directly

Traditionally, landscape art narrates the natural world but it’s

be meccas of artistic growth and examination of aesthetic

experience with natural beauty through his camera lens.

contributed to any of these “postmodern sublimes,” but have

historical association comes from European imperialism and

open-mindedly examined their works of art as an extension,

colonialist practices.74 Karen Ohnesorge (2008) wrote in “Uneasy

68

appreciation for the peoples and wildernesses of this region.
Among those to emerge during the first half of the century is

Over the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, photog-

disconnection, or deconstruction of the Burkean and Kantean

Terrain,” how landscape painters constructed fictitious images

the Taos Society of Artists, listing Joseph Henry Sharp (1859–

raphers and artists alike pivoted away from Adams and his

sublimes. When asked about their relationships with the

of Indigenous peoples, and “…in erasing Indigenous gazes back at

1953), Eanger Irving Couse (1866–1936), Ernest Blumenschein

visions of the sublime landscape, altering the paradigm again

sublime landscape, some artists in the exhibition immediately

white artists and their audiences, they express white supremacy

(1874 –1960), and over a dozen others among their ranks. In

to examine the landscape with radical overtones, criticisms,

associated themselves with the Hudson River School painters.

as sovereignty over the land and its flora and fauna.” 75 She argued

Santa Fe, Georgia O’Keeffe (1887–1986), Andrew Dasburg

metaphors, and the “phenomenon of change.”

The 2009

Others scrutinized their works from a broader perspective,

that the imagery of this mythic West portrayed Indigenous

(1887–1979), and Marsden Hartley (1877–1943) shifted emphasis

Tucson Museum of Art exhibition, Trouble in Paradise: Examining

making affiliation of the categorical definition of the word as an

people as “objects-within-the-object-of-the-land.” Postmodern

from the people of New Mexico to its landscape. Although,

Discord between Nature and Society included photographs by

aesthetic instilling awe or inspiring fear. A few acknowledged

Indigenous artists have begun to dismantle the very notion of

the landscape was merely a “conceptual departure” for these

Richard Misrach (b. 1949), Edward Burtynsky (b. 1955), Johann

related art historical movements which are built upon one

landscape as it has come to be known.76 Jaune Quick-to-See

artists to move into abstraction.

Ryno de Wet (b. 1982), and Roderik Henderson (b. 1965), among

another and therefore comprehended potential linkage to

Smith (b. 1940), Kay WalkingStick (b. 1939), Emmi Whitehorse

others, that analytically viewed the West from a perspective of

the sublime. And a final group felt their work stood alone,

(b. 1957), and others work to reverse the paradigm to present

Painters Maynard Dixon (1875 –1946) and Eric Sloane (1905–

fear, calamity, barrenness, and “sublime nothingness” in relation

speaking of personal identity and experience, but allowed the

their own identities and cultures.

1985) stayed true to the expansiveness of Western skies, clouds,

to human activity and consequence.70 These perspectives are

viewer to make a “sublime claim” from their interpretations.

and earth in their works of art. Dixon sought to monumentalize

relevant darker, grimmer, and forbidding sides of the West.

Whatever the connotation, common themes emerged related

Before the current aesthetic dispossession of landscape art,

to tourism, rewriting history, and dissecting the landscape

early-to-mid-twentieth-century artistic institutions shaped the
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the West, breaking from his earlier illustrations of stereotypical
imagery of cowboys and Indigenous tribes to focus on the

In The Western Sublime: Majestic Landscapes of the American

idiom, positioning these works of art for unlimited exchange

styles and subjects of Indigenous artists. In the nineteenth

grandiosity of Western life and landscape. Equally, Americana

West exhibition, there is a deliberate jump between the late

and observation.

century, traditional arts did not fully conform to European

and aviation painter Eric Sloane conjured tranquil emotion with

nineteenth and early twentieth-century sublime landscape

his soft and bright cloudscapes of New Mexico.

imagery and examples of work created within the past thirty

67

academic discourses, and instead consisted of handmade,

Contiguity: Contemporary Perspectives

decorated utilitarian items made by materials from the

years. The entire century remarkably encompasses a saga of
important human experience, with artists and photographers

landscape around them—clay for pottery, grasses for baskets,

Indigenous Art

various vegetation for dyes, wood for katsinas, etc. Collectors

alike conveying the awesome topographical and atmospheric

sought the best pieces when they traveled to various regions of

qualities of the West, exposing the good and the bad. With the

At the turn of the twentieth century, the West, no longer a

limited breadth and scope of the exhibition, there is an allowance

frontier, became a subject of nostalgia and mythmaking. Certain

for additional points of conversation. The juxtaposition of

Euro-American artists concentrated on images of a West of

In the first half of the 1900s, Indigenous artists who wanted to

historical with contemporary works of art uncover part of a

long ago, or one that never happened—stemming from the

learn fine art methods of painting, drawing, and sculpture found

larger whole, introducing in-depth stories of landscape art in

artist’s imagination. Painters and photographers endeavored

themselves restricted. Some were self-taught or found a few

the West with a “then and now” approach.

to compose representational and historical types of art which

schools from which to study. At Dorothy Dunn’s “The Studio” at

“re-created” landscapes that hid powerlines, roads, and signs

the Santa Fe Indian School in the 1930s –1950s, students learned

The exhibition offers cross-comparisons between the nineteenth-

of human development. In some cases, works of art presented

“flat-style painting” with heavy outlines and fields of color. Their

century paintings of Bierstadt, Moran, and Hill, with Forsman,

Western individuals as characters or stereotypes, and most

only subjects were ceremonies and dances and had little to no

Lavadour, Nisbet, Kitchel, and additional notable artists of our

prominent among them were the Indigenous peoples.

backgrounds.77 Landscapes were of little consideration. They

the West, building an economic base for these artists.

mostly had to learn color theory and perspective on their own.

time that draw correlations for active and dynamic discussion
Ansel Adams, Late Evening, Monument Valley, Utah, March 1945. 1945.
Silver dye bleach print, 30 x 40 in. Collection Center for Creative Photography,
The University of Arizona. © The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust

and conclusions. These contemporary renderings are not a

Upon review of nineteenth-century Western landscapes,

Years later, artists were able to explore more styles and subjects

“new sublime,” as that term has already been taken to apply to

periodically figures of Indigenous people were inserted to show

with the establishment of the Institute of American Indian Arts
(IAIA) in the early 1960s.

modern works like the “readymades” of Marcel Duchamp. There

scale or to designate the “Western-ness” of a scene. Thomas

As Dixon and Sloane conveyed the majesty of the skies, Ansel

are various “sublimes” in which volumes of publications have

Moran employed this tactic in his original The Grand Canyon of

Adams (1902–1984) photographed the land. He treated the

been written and can be easily confused. In Julian Bell’s (2013)

the Yellowstone, 1871, painting by depicting a noticeable Native

With the opportunity to expand their artistic abilities, a myriad of

process as an intellectual endeavor, where the balance of light,

reflections in The Art of the Sublime, he says, “References to it

figure toward the center of the canvas, and Bierstadt painted

Indigenous artists began to focus on social and political messages

shadow, tonal values, and various technical processes were

have come from so many angles that it is in danger of losing any

his famous Lander’s Peak, 1863, showcasing an ominous

involved with the American landscape and act as tradition

factors just as important in photography as they are to painting.

coherent meaning. We have been offered everything from ‘the

mountain and tranquil scene of a community full of tipis and

bearers. Today’s artists strike a balance between contemporary

Adams’ straight photography showcased hundreds of natural

techno-sublime’ and ‘the eco-sublime’ to ‘the Gothic sublime’ and

horses below it, complete with a gushing waterfall. With this

ideas and historical traditions of their cultures and may integrate

scenes from Yosemite and Yellowstone to places throughout

‘the suburban sublime’: anything from volcanoes and vitrines to

use, representations of Indigenous peoples morphed into

aspects of their land, environment, and perceptions of place.

the Rocky Mountains and Southwest. Adams’s images came to

still lifes and soft toys may be sniffed at for sublimity.”

commodities for non-native audiences.

They have respect and connection to the area from which they
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reside and express this in their artistic practices. Terrol Dew

luministic effects. The mountains are not exact copies of a

Chartering

her

personal

path

in

landscape

imagery,

feminism, abstraction, and minimalism, with nature taking

Johnson (b. 1973), Tohono O’odham basket weaver and sculptor,

place, but Lavadour’s surroundings on the Umatilla Reservation

Chemehuevi photographer, Cara Romero (b. 1977), uses

a paramount role. She once stated about her work, “Those

reveals insightful philosophies of desert life through each vessel

near Pendleton, Oregon directly inspire his work.80 A member

her background in cultural anthropology and training as a

are not landscapes, but paintings about my view of the earth

he produces. Using new approaches to basket weaving, the artist

of the Walla Walla, he grew up with the understanding that the

photojournalist to say something “universal as well as… very

and its sacred quality.”85 Embarking on a series of dichotomic

uses local grasses and natural and human-made materials that

land is part of his identity, and through paintings such as Land

wrapped up in Indian identity.”83 Her work, Evolvers, 2018,

paintings in the mid-1980s, she divided her work into distinct

link to the importance of Tohono O’odham land and culture to

of Origin, 2015, Lavadour rouses visceral emotional reactions,

comments upon the stability of modern land usage, technology,

left and right sides: one having abstract shapes and the other

sustain the customs and survival of his community.78

gesturing to personal contemplation of a contemporary type

and honoring culture. The immense, geometric rows of wind

recognizable land features of an experienced place. This

of sublime landscape.

turbines contrast the boys who run forward toward the viewer.

reveals her feelings as a bi-racial woman in a predominantly

Ofelia Zepeda (b. 1952), poet and Regents’ Professor and

She conveys the delicate balance of Indigenous culture with

white culture.86 In 1992, she painted Remnant of Cataclysm

Professor of Linguistics at the University of Arizona, promotes

non-native influences, being involved in both worlds while

after a visit to the Southwest in the 1990s, where she found

literacy and preservation of language. She is the author of the

honoring her ipseity. Her models are people that she knows,

inspiration from the topography of Sunset Crater National Park.

only pedagogical textbook on the traditional language of the

the land photographed is where she lives, and therefore, the

From that work, she printed the related lithograph, Cosmic

Tohono O’odham. An accomplished poet, her writing is in her

images are an extension of her selfhood. Yazzie and Romero

Remnant, which retains her ideas of the sacredness of the

native tongue, with topics frequently related to her community

both examine reservation land from a contemporary point of

land and concerns for the environment.87 WalkingStick also

and environment. Her words are powerful forms of expression

view, developing greater understandings of the communities

imprints Indigenous textile, pottery, and beadwork patterns

about her culture, and like Terrol Dew Johnson, she uses her art

they live in, but also seek to build relationships from those

on landscape imagery, and her most recent work revisits the

form for the continuance and knowledge of the Tohono O’odham

outside of their respective cultures.

grand landscapes of Albert Bierstadt, visually reclaiming and
protecting them by interlaying these designs across them.88

people. Her poetry is interspersed throughout the exhibition.

Landscape, Gender, and the Human Experience
In a multi-paneled format, Karen Kitchel (b. 1957) reconditions

In contemporary Diné (Navajo) weaving, artists use timehonored methods and materials, colors, patterns, and overall

From the viewpoint of 2019, there are perceptions that most

the aesthetic and gendered historical narrative of landscape

designs continued over hundreds of years. Some of these artists

nineteenth-century sublime images of the West were one-sided

art. In Hiss, 2005, she strips away the masculine notion of

incorporate modern motifs and practices but continue to honor

points of view, masculine in approach, and created by Euro-

the landscape, rejecting nineteenth-century representations

American or European male artists. This limited scope presents

of “virgin land,” and instead moved toward a systematic and

its own shortcomings. Women were not given the same level of

fragmented approach. According to the artist, this work “…issues

Ramona Sakiestewa, Urban Galaxy 14 and Urban Galaxy 15, 2006.
Wool, 45 x 25 in. each. Image courtesy of the Artist and TAI Modern, Santa Fe, NM

their histories. Originally a painter, Marlowe Katoney (b. 1976)
turned to weaving as a way to express his painterly ideas as
well as his culture. Using commercially-dyed wool, the colors he

Shonto Begay (b. 1954), a Diné (Navajo) painter, engages viewers

artistic recognition as men during this period. Today, there is an

a feminist challenge to the genre of sublime landscape painting,

uses are bold and dynamic. He interposes known Navajo motifs

of his work to explore the narratives and find meaning in shared

abundance of female artists who depict landscape imagery, and

which traditionally includes fixed conventions of timeless,

into his woven “paintings,” incorporating eye-dazzlers or storm

understandings and emotions. He understands how his life

they continually revise and update the archetypal narratives.

unchanging beauty, a distant horizon line, and an elevated “eye

patterns into pictorial scenes. Katoney’s Monument Valley,

experiences pervade how he sees the world. In the artist’s far-

Some examine elements of the sublime.

of God” viewpoint.”89 She did not depict the foreground, mid-

2018, is an example of his consistent merging of recognizable

reaching vista of Skylight, 2015, he “spotlights” Navajo land in

subjects with intricate designs in a traditional art form.

bright, iridescent light from an unseen clearance of clouds in

Several women artists’ artworks in the exhibition, such as

viewer below and into an overlooked ecosystem: the grasses

the sky. This imagery elicits a possible relationship with Albert

Twisted Sister pastels by Ellen Wagener (b. 1962), offer a look

at our feet. In this way, the artist exerted disquietude about

Ramona Sakiestewa (b. 1948), Hopi, has painting and design

Bierstadt or Thomas Moran’s luminescent landscapes. Even so,

into “both chaos and the dual opportunity for transformation

the environment, as well as social and political aspects of

background as well, with direct connection to architecture. Her

Begay asserts no affinity to European academic composition of

and rebirth in the landscape.” Her renditions of meteorological

contemporary culture. Hiss, inspired on March 19, 2005, the

work, referred to as having “…clever compounds of postmodern

this type.81 Instead, he follows personal feelings and background

phenomena—tornadoes, thunderstorms, dust storms, and

day the United States military forces invaded Iraq, emerged

critical method, highly individuated abstract language, and

to impart his stylistic endeavors.

other potentially hazardous atmospheric conditions— disturb

from a personal experience the artist had with nature. “As I was

otherwise calm, groomed fields, demonstrating nature’s power

pondering the inevitably, dramatically changing future that was

her culture’s ritual imagery,” presents an expanded view of

ground, background, and horizon, but instead submerges the

84

the artist’s environment in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Her Urban

Diné (Navajo) videographer Steven Yazzie (b. 1970) also views

from the skies upon the terrain. Wagener’s Twisted Sisters

triggered that day, I disturbed a nest of snakes. The literal and

Galaxy 14 and Urban Galaxy 15, 2006, are landscapes, but they

the land as a place for reflection and cultural relevance, but

series depicts the high drama of the southwest monsoon

metaphorical parallels implicit were too ironic to ignore.”90

are abstract shapes. She makes reference to colors from the

confronts its misuse in Mountain Song, 2015, conveying the

and the erupting storms of the summer season. Wagener also

land which she is familiar, whether from a sunset, snowfall, or

impact of uranium extraction on the Navajo Reservation. While

looks for the hidden stories of a place, exploring deeper into

Now, artists of all genders are openly examining the contem-

mountain shadow, viewed through reflections of broken shards.

overlaying sound of Apollo space mission transmissions, Yazzie

what happened at a specific site and time, and visiting these

porary landscape, frequently finding an “in-between” to the

features everyday life in relationship to the landscape. This film

locations for first-hand knowledge.

historical and contemporary dissected or deconstructive
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In the same regard, the panel paintings by James Lavadour (b. 1951)

does not follow a romantic interpretation of the sublime but

are abstract compositions conscious of the landscape. He uses

does contain imagery of vast mountains, forest, and desert

Likewise, Kay WalkingStick, a Cherokee artist, is known for

some themes have a widespread interest and potentially apply

translucent layers of paint over mountainous views to create

while imparting human intrusion on the natural world.

decades of work related to the dyad and complexity of identity,

to all backgrounds. In Don Stinson’s (b. 1956) EAT, Eat/Taxes,
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attitudes. In looking at further realist contemporary landscapes,
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Highway 395, 2017, a rendering of a prodigious blue sky with

National Park outlined in neon tube lighting and surrounded

communities, exploitation of natural resources and other

wispy lines of exhaust from bygone airplanes, and rusted signs,

by various souvenir trinkets. His work, often autobiographical,

social and political realities that existed at the time when

tire tracks, and empty road, he updates the Western landscape.

showcases one of America’s Western wonders with a paint-

Moran painted the original work. He deconstructed Moran’s

Stinson’s works of art follow a cyclical format showing human

by-number stylistic methodology. Born in Holland, he came

painting and examined the “false Eden” that emerged from

development and decline, leaving discarded items behind for

to the United States as a teenager, and to this day continues

that time, and reinterpreted it with segments of technology

nature to claim them. Where Bierstadt and Moran frequently

to look at his adopted country with the enduring fascination

and symbols of industrialization.100 Murrow also sees humanity

painted uncorrupted and pure images of nature, Stinson takes

of a new immigrant.96 Attracted to popular culture and neon

actively participating in the landscape, using the resources,

deliberate notice of the aftereffects of human presence. He looks

signs, he began to implement this medium into his paintings

and changing them forever. Whether residents of the West or

at the “ruins” of the postmodern world and sees them as sublime.

and chose to focus on his travels as subject. Soon, he scoured

tourists partaking in Western experiences, each person takes

The artist presents what he calls, “collision of opposites”—the

shops to find objects to add, adding kitsch elements to an

a piece of the landscape with them, whether figuratively or

boom and bust, or the life and death of a landscape. EAT, Eat/

idealized, purely American landscape. He looks at his work as

literally, in some form.

Taxes, Highway 395 corresponds to EAT Eat/Death, Highway 395,

representations of the American dream and with nostalgia for

part of a series that displays a life cycle of a landscape.

simpler times.97

Similarly, the landscape paintings of Chuck Forsman (b. 1944) and

Bobb Vann (b. 1940) an artist committed to historical renditions

dangerous treks while searching for the Western definitive and

Jack Balas (b. 1955) observe human impact but from deviating

of African American people in the American West, examines

sublime scenes. The artist collects rocks, plants, water, and other

angles. Forsman examines multiple dichotomies of nature and

the landscape around him in Tubac, Arizona for artistic

objects of the landscape along the way. in 1991, Foster and his

As a painter begins with a blank canvas, the photographer’s

society, intellect and spirit, beauty and death, history and myth,

inspiration. His painting of I’ve Seen the Elephant, 2019, depicts

hiking companions made an extraordinary journey through Death

“canvas” is the location itself. Ansel Adams’s photograph, The

as well as other contradictory opposites. Chasm, 1983, like many

Elephant Head mountain which holds historical significance

Valley and while on this excursion, the artist contemplated for

Tetons and the Snake River, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming,

of his paintings, contains an undercurrent of social commentary

as a landmark for travelers coming to and from Mexico.

98

the first time that he may not survive. A watercolorist and world

1942, 1942, captured the essence of awe-inspiring nature using

where the artist addresses familiar settings while challenging

These days, the site offers hiking as well as incredible views

traveler, Foster asked himself, “If this were to be my end—what

what already existed but amplified its features using color contrasts

the situation. For instance, the composition’s two apparent

of the Santa Rita Mountain Range. Vann’s work celebrates the

better place than looking into the profound beauty of Death

and viewpoint. The photograph was a 1942 commission by the

parallel diagonals, the bridge and fence, counterpoint the natural

landscape he knows and loves, and one that he feels connects

Valley?” To him, this is the essence of the sublime.101

Secretary of the Interior which helped establish Jackson Hole,

elements of sky and canyon walls. Upon a second look, a viewer

him with the sublime.
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Tony Foster (b. 1946) is among those who take fragments of the
landscape and incorporate them into his works of art. He conducts

Ansel Adams, The Tetons and the Snake River, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming, 1942,
1942. Silver gelatin print, 15.5625 x 19 in. Collection Center for Creative Photography,
The University of Arizona. © The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust

Wyoming as a national monument, but it also identified a trend

may realize that this is not a seamless integration of humanity

A Walk Across Death Valley—Part Two: Looking NNE from

in modern photography associating with not only the sublime in

and nature. It is not a scenic overlook, but a display deliberately

Sometimes an actual place does not hold the most significance

Aguereberry Point to the Amargosa Range, 1991, is one of two

subject, but with politics and environmentalism.102 Over his long,

created to feel an indifference or discomfort in relation to the

to artists, but they focus on the lasting impression of one made

paintings created of Death Valley, painted on site but completed

prestigious career, Adams photographed natural wonders of the

natural formation. The artist stated, “The highway, after all, will

by another artist. Both Shawn Huckins (b. 1984) and Ethan

in his studio in Cornwall, England using extensive notes and

West inspiring future generations of photographers, including

likely lead us to a tourist overlook, where our experience will be

Murrow (b. 1975) took the imagery of existing paintings by well-

souvenirs, objects mounted in or next to the watercolor. Each

Jody Forster (b. 1948) and Jay Dusard (b. 1937).

convenient, and proscribed: a packaged sublime.”

known artists and modified them, incorporating their distinct

piece carries symbolic meaning. While painting on site, the

points of view within them. In this way, they rewrite histories of

artist also records his experiences in words. Foster worked from

Forster and Dusard, cloud chasers and mountain trekkers, claim

A “packaged sublime” may be closer to what Jack Balas sought

the West. Shawn Huckins painted and meticulously reproduced

direct exposure to the land and did not reference photography.

Ansel Adams among their heroes. Both studied with Adams

to emulate in his work, Rumor, 2002. Upon a visit to the Grand

Albert Bierstadt’s Valley of the Yosemite, 1864, obscuring

From the dry desert to wet rainforests, the cold Arctic, and the

for a time earlier in their careers, and their common choice of

Canyon, instead of looking at the attraction, the artist engaged

segments of the scene as if using the eraser tool in an Adobe

blistering Tropics, he resolves to communicate his feelings

subject is the Southwest. Despite these overlaps, these men

in people watching. Balas considered how vacationers were

Photoshop computer program. With swift scribble-like swipes

about a place in an effort to inspire others to work toward land

followed drastically different paths. Forster traveled extensively

ultimately facing their mortality as they gaze at the timeworn

of a computer mouse, an uncorrupted, embellished landscape

preservation and experience his love and passion for all natures.

across North America, Asia, and Antarctica, and in 1984 was a

and ancient canyon walls. To him, we cannot ignore the evidence

may easily disappear forever. In this redaction of history, Huckins

of time. In response to this notion, he inserted vignettes of

charges the viewer to consider the fragility of legacy, and how

tourists in his work, complete with some randomly inked names

quickly these landscapes, regarded as American institutions,

the artist chose from the phone book. The people depicted

can so quickly be altered.
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94

photographer for the American Himalchuli Expedition in the

Landscape Photography

Himalayas of Nepal. In the 1990s, he traveled to Antarctica by
the National Science Foundation for an Antarctic Artist and

Landscape photography and painting have direct correlations

Writers Program.103 Dusard, known for landscape and cowboy

in representational imagery. Both present three-dimensionality

imagery, started his career studying architecture, but ultimately

Correlatively, Ethan Murrow drew inspiration from A Side

on a flat surface and can be manipulated or distorted in some

turned to photography, earning a Guggenheim Fellowship and

Canyon of the Grand Canyon, 1916, by Thomas Moran.

way to emphasize a land formation, rock, river, or another focal

Pulitzer Prize nomination.104

Willem Volkersz (b. 1939) considers tourist destinations in

Instead of physically erasing a landscape, he studied the

point. They can both be documentative or stylistic but differ

his neon and found objects works. In My Trip to Yellowstone,

hidden contexts of this image and what is not seen—the

by time. A photograph represents a fraction of a second: the

Patience and timing are two critical virtues in landscape

2017, he depicts an erupting Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone

effects of Western expansionism, dislocation of Indigenous

preparation for that moment may be extensive.

photography, and Dusard planned the perfect photograph for 15

95

99

represent anyone—all arriving at this location to view the same
scene, an unchanging icon, and their ephemerality.

40

41

years. Drawn to a vista of the Mule Mountains between Tombstone

Green Light, 2000, addresses the famous Thomas Cole image

and McNeal, Arizona, he waited, driving past the spot daily. In 2012,

while inserting diary entries of his life on the surface of the

the time finally came when the clouds and sun were in position,

painting.106 Compatibly, Kent Monkman (b. 1965), Fisher River

and the resulting image, Mule Mountain, 47 Ranch, Arizona, 2012,

Band and Swampy Cree, reclaims the terrain of his ancestors

2012, is a timeless panorama of the Southwest, chock-full of clouds

in his replication of Albert Bierstadt’s Mount Corcoran, c. 1876–

and sunlit mountains. Forster, a self-proclaimed “storm-chaser”

1877, but Monkman’s version, renamed History is Painted by the

with a heavy 8 x 10 camera, works in sub-second conditions where

Victors, 2013, includes nude male figures and inserts his alter-

timing is of the essence. In Hail Maker, 2007, he captured the first

ego, Miss Chief Eagle Testickle, asking the viewer to reconsider

bursts of a hail storm before he had to run to shelter. It is within

the landscape from his point of view.107, 108

these flashes of time and oneness with nature that Forster felt
in the sublime—the heart-pounding moments while looking

Aside from these contemporary connections with the past,

upon the wilderness in its glory.105

the real Western landscape of today is in flux because of its
direct correlation with culture. With recent protests and leaks

Subliminal Messages

at the controversial Dakota Access Pipeline, the governmental
review of National Monuments, disputed water rights, and the

As varied as landscapes of the West can be, their artistic

drilling, fracking, farming, and timbering across the region,

interpretations are endless. In countless instances, landscape

there seem to be more concerns about potential catastrophic

art of the region follows the original established academic

happenings than ever before. The Western landscape—and the

tradition, evolved from European principles from hundreds

artists who interpret this landscape— still have much to tell us,

of years ago. The idea of the sublime, adapted from European

and sublime contexts of “inspiring fear and awe” are far from

persuasions into the American aesthetic, came to symbolize

a thing of the past. Perhaps the historical images of Bierstadt

so many things—religion, patriotism, economics, politics,

and Moran were not only celebrations of the natural world, but

morality, culture, environmentalism, activism, and more. From

eulogies for them as well.

the Hudson River School to the Rocky Mountain School, artists
composed works that communicated the ideas of the witness
and explorer, nature and power, and humanity vs. the wilderness.
In the sublime landscape of the West, no one definition fits
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Ansel Adams 1902–1984

Late Evening, Monument Valley, Utah, March 1945, 1945. Silver dye bleach print, 30 x 40 in.
Collection Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona. © The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust

The Tetons and the Snake River, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming, 1942, 1942. Silver gelatin print, 15.5625 x 19 in.
Collection Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona. © The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust

48

49

Jack Balas b. 1955
“Rumor was the result of a stop at the Grand Canyon in early 2002 where, on a somewhat hazy day, I became more
interested in my fellow tourists than the landscape we were all looking at. As everyone walked past, oblivious to the
guy with the camera sitting 15 feet back from the rim, I was mesmerized by this passing parade of humanity who was,
perhaps for the first time, considering the grand evidence of our mortality, our ephemerality so graphically suggested
by layer upon rock layer of the eons of time. While the central vignettes are close-up paintings of tourists, the upper
images are clouds over which have been inked random names from the phone book.”

“There is no question that the Grand Canyon is a sublime

The painting accomplishes a slowing-down of our viewing time,

landscape. But as much as I’ve been fascinated by it in the past,

literally in the time it took to paint each vignette. Photography

my experience that day in 2002 was fascinating in a different

is fast, granted, but painting is slow. Putting names from the

sense. I could see clearly how just about everyone was taken

phone book across the clouds also lengthens some even-more-

aback by the view, not only in awe but also perhaps in the fear

fleeting natural occurrences in our view.

that is part of the definition of the sublime. You can’t look at that
landscape and ignore the evidence of time—the erosion of the

Shortly after painting Rumor my main focus as an artist shifted

land, slowly, by water over eons. Who in that circumstance does

significantly from landscape to the human figure. In many ways,

not sense his or her own brevity, by comparison, on the face of

this new focus, the figure, can be as sublime as any Grand

the earth? That’s not as easy a thing to do when we drive past

Canyon—and one that we amazingly carry around with us each

some cliff face out west doing 75mph on an interstate. I think

day we are alive.” —Jack Balas

we glimpse a hillside as just another rock “formation,” and it’s
hard to consider the time involved to make it.

Rumor, 2002. Oil, enamel, and ink on canvas, 40 x 96 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the Artist. 2007.9.1 © Jack Balas
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Shonto Begay b. 1954
“The play of light and shadow on the land is my familiar inspiration. Beautiful dances of dust on stormy days cleanse the
landscape and help me focus into my own self.” —Shonto Begay

Artist, illustrator, and writer, Shonto Begay finds that his art can

occurrences of life there. On Begay’s web site he states, “I offer

be healing and a way to reclaim his identity. As a child, forced

you the colors, movement and composition of the beautiful

from his home to attend a government boarding school, Begay

land that forges my spirit. These are my journeys through the

returns to the subjects he knows and feels deep connection.

potholes and avenues of life’s tests and blessings and the

Often inspired by the canyons and mesas of the Navajo

sacred land I call my home.” —CCB

Reservation, his paintings mirror the beauty and every day

Skylight, 2015. Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 40 in. Collection of Mark and Ruthie Friefeld, Tucson, AZ. Image courtesy of Mark Sublette Medicine Man Gallery, Tucson, AZ
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Albert Bierstadt 1830 –1902

King Lake, California, ca. 1870–1875. Oil on canvas, 27.75 x 38.5 in.
Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio: Bequest of Rutherford H. Platt
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Ralph Albert Blakelock 1847–1919

The Grotto, 1880. Oil on canvas, 36.25 x 56.25 in. Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, VA. Gift of Walter P. Chrysler, Jr. 71.620
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George Elbert Burr 1859–1939

Arizona Night, c. 1900. Etching, aquatint, trial proof-No. 2, 7.875 x 9.875 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the Estate of Carolann Smurthwaite. 1983.1.14

Twilight, Laguana New Mexico, c. 1920. Aquatint, 27/40, 5 x 7.75 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Virginia Johnson Fund. 1995.62
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Howard Russell Butler, N.A. 1856–1934

Deer in Moonlight, Zion Canyon, Utah, c. 1921. Pastel on paper, 6 x 9 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.103

Mt. Shasta, California, c. 1921. Pastel on paper, 4 x 6 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.120.2
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Howard Russell Butler, N.A., Orange Sunset Cloud Over Dark Mountains, c. 1921. Pastel on paper, 4 x 6 in.
Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.120.1

Howard Russell Butler, N.A., Untitled (New Mexico), c. 1921. Pastel on paper, 6 x 9 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.106
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Jay Dusard b. 1937
“Motoring eastward on Davis Road between Tombstone and McNeal, to starboard one is easily mesmerized by the
elegant undulations of the northern aspect of the Mule Mountains. Knowing in 1997 that I must photograph the essence
of this compelling view, I sought the perfect spot for the placement of my tripod.
Over some fifteen years I drove past the perfect spot disappointed by the blank sky and the less-than-inspiring light.
Finally, one late afternoon in 2012, as I was traveling homeward from Tucson, I began seeing clouds to the east of
Tombstone. I backed into the spot and grabbed the tripod. Loving the clouds, I mounted the 4x5, selected the lens,
and added a deep yellow filter. Low to the west, a bank of clouds obscured the sun. Miraculously, just before the sun
disappeared below the horizon a gap in the cloud opened allowing the sun to provide the cross light that articulated
the features of the landform.
Paydirt! I pulled the trigger, profusely thanking my heroes: Ansel Adams for the clouds, and Maynard Dixon for the
exquisite expression of the mountain ridge.”

“I’ve cowboyed some in there. Don’t let the velour fool you. The

And taxing. The fresh horse that offered to buck you off at the

Mules are rough, dirty boogers. The grassy slopes are liberally

outset will be plumb out of the notion. Getting back down to

covered with huge, loose, jagged rocks, and the gentle-looking

the drive with a scattering of bovines that refuse to coalesce can

gradients, when you and your mount are struggling to get

be a game of agonizing three-dimensional chess.” —Jay Dusard

above some rimmin’-out cow-calf pair are frighteningly steep.

Mule Mountains, 47 Ranch, Arizona, 2012, 2012. Archival pigment print, 38 x 49 in. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Chuck Forsman b. 1944
“Chasm was painted in 1983 and represents a personal lament for indifference to natures wonder. The bridge passes over
an abyss and a chain-link fence blocks the viewer. The dogs are our surrogates—one gazes blankly through the fence
and the other turns away in dismay. We are, at best, discouraged from—and at worst, prohibited from the possibility
of transcendence—experiencing the sublime. The highway, after all, will likely lead us to a tourist overlook, where our
experience will be convenient, and proscribed: a packaged sublime. Our “manifest destiny” has lost its innocence and our
heritage is too often scraped away, built over, dammed, and off limits. Still, if we are willing to get dirty, tired, lost and lucky,
the western landscape still has places capable of leaving us weak-kneed, dumb struck and renewed.”—Chuck Forsman

Born in Idaho, Chuck Forsman began painting Western

panoramic views, featuring human-made structures and land

landscapes in the early 1970s, when he realized human effects

modifications from mining, quarrying, fracking, drilling, and

on natural forms. A fine art professor at the University of

construction of roads and bridges. —CCB

Colorado at Boulder, Forsman continues to paint hyper-realistic

Chasm, 1983. Oil on Masonite, 48 x 70 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the Patrick Mather Trust in honor of Dorothy Mather. 2019.4
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Jody Forster b. 1948
Rendezvous with the Sublime
“Over the years, I have ventured out hundreds of times during

storm coming off the San Mateo Mountains moving quickly my

the monsoon season in pursuit of thunderstorms. I’m probably

way and bringing lightning with it. Its base can be seen along

the only storm chaser that uses a large format 8x10 film camera,

the top border of the Hail Maker image.

which is highly impractical, as they are heavy, slow and very
susceptible to winds. However, if successful, its large negative

When working in such conditions, I count the intervals of time

and subsequent gelatine silver print produced in the darkroom

in my mind between a lightning strike and thunder, knowing

is of unrivaled quality.

that sound travels at approximately 1,100 feet per second. Under
five seconds I start to get a little nervous and have experienced

Usually, isolated thunderstorms will form over mountain

way too many sub-second strikes over the years, which get your

ranges first, then evolve into multi-cells and eventually merge

attention. A view camera has no viewfinder to peer through, as

as they close out the sky altogether into a gray featureless

do smaller cameras. I work under a dark cloth to compose an

overcast. On some days, there might be a moment when land,

upside-down image while focusing is done with a magnifier on

sky and light come together producing an image that touches

the ground glass. It’s a tedious and time-consuming process and

upon the sublime.

no place to be when lightning is marching your way. However,
on this occasion, I managed to get the camera up and focused

Thunderstorm convection towers go up fast, rising as much as

when hail began streaming out of the Hail Maker’s anvil. I quickly

3,000 feet per minute, so a photographer must anticipate their

made one exposure before the oncoming cloud obscured the

outcome. The Hail Maker cloud was building rapidly up over

top half of it. It was time to go. I dashed for the shelter of my

the Sierra Nacimiento mountains and I knew it would quickly

truck with the fifty-pound camera when pea size hail began to

become a nimbus. I charged out into this open field throwing up

fall and lightning danced about the area. As I have experienced

my 8x10 camera in a hurried rush. The cloud was receding but

so many times before, it was a heart-pounding transcendental

in full sunlight. However, behind me was another more mature

moment, I was in the sublime.” —Jody Forster

Hail Maker, New Mexico, 2007. Gelatin silver print, 30 x 40 in. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Tony Foster b. 1946
“This painting, as the title implies, is one half of a pair done in 1991
to record one of the most extraordinary and difficult journeys
I have made in forty years of working in wild places. My three
hiking companions and I were extremely fortunate to survive.
It was one of the few times in my painting career when I have
had to seriously contemplate the possibility that I might die. I
discovered, rather to my surprise, that I was philosophical about
it. I realised that I had always followed my own very particular
path, had made all my own choices, and done the best paintings
I could. If this were to be my end—what better place than
looking into the profound beauty of Death Valley?
To me this is the essence of The Sublime—to confront the

communicate to a largely urban audience just what wonders still

profound, not just visually but spiritually; to be awe-struck by

exist despite the constant pressures for their exploitation. If my

the overwhelming beauty of wild nature; to experience a place

exhibitions reinforce people’s resolve to protect what precious

where the mark of civilisation is nowhere evident.

wilderness remains, then my work will not have been in vain.

All my work is focused on this guiding principle. I travel and live

Artists are uniquely privileged. We make our own decisions

for a while in deserts, rainforests, mountains, canyons, the Arctic

and act on our inspirations. We answer to no one for the

and the Tropics. I report on my experiences in pictures, words

effectiveness of our production. But if people share my vision

and collected objects. My paintings, largely made on site, are

and are moved by the extraordinary nature of the planet we all

my attempt to distil my journeys into a comprehensible form; to

inhabit, then that is indeed a bonus.” —Tony Foster

A Walk Across Death Valley, Part One: Looking NNE from Aguereberry Point to the Amargosa Range, 1991. Watercolor, 31.625 x 68.325 in. Private Collection
OPPOSITE: A Walk Across Death Valley, Part Two: Looking NNE from Aguereberry Point to the Amargosa Range, 1991. Watercolor, 31.625 x 68.325 in. Private Collection
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Sanford Robinson Gifford 1823 –1880

Indians at Sunset (Sunset in the Wilderness), c. 1859. Oil on canvas, 8.5 x 14.5 in.
Collection of International Collector
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John Edward Glannon 1911–1992

Desert, One Dead Tree (Arizona Landscape), 1977. Watercolor, 12.5 x 19.5 in.
Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the Edward J. Glannon Family. 2014.5.1
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Hermann Ottomar Herzog 1832–1932

Elk Below the Glacier, c. 1890–1910. Oil on canvas, 27 x 35 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of Larry and Florence Adamson. 2017.41
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Thomas Hill 1829 –1908

Hunter and Setters in the Foothills with the Great Basin Beyond, 1871. Oil on canvas, 35.875 x 44.875 in.
Collection of Palm Springs Art Museum, Museum Purchase with the William Holden Acquisition Fund, 1983

Yosemite Valley, 1890. Oil on canvas, 34.5 x 50.5 in. Tia Collection, Santa Fe
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Shawn Huckins b. 1984
“When I think of the word sublime, it reminds me of a place not grounded in reality. It’s either so beautiful or grotesque, that the
place or person does not exist in our world. That’s how I picture our current administration, as not being grounded in reality and
surrounded by misinformation. The Erasure Series is my response to the toxic and divisive government, as the people within the
administration are ‘erasing’ years/decades of genuine American progression and devolving the country back to a state of chaos. It
makes you wonder if all of this is one big, giant joke, or we really are living a new, sublime reality—one that no one has ever seen
before in the country.” —Shawn Huckins

The Last Exit (Valley of The Yosemite, Erasure No. 27) is one of

publisher, and digital editing tools bestow the power to create

Huckins’s Erasure paintings depicting a well-known work of art

realities out of pixels, The Erasures forces us to examine our

he reproduced by hand, with subjects purposely obscured by a

assumptions regarding the longevity of individual influence and

checkerboard pattern. He states, “Familiar to Adobe Photoshop

institutions, thus raising enormous questions concerning the

users—web and graphic designers, advertisers and others

fragility of legacy.”

who shape public opinion—the gray and white motif signifies
the software’s ‘eraser’ tool has removed the underlying image.”

By referencing historical works of art and contemporary, pop

The artist creates a “redaction of history” in the removal of part

cultural elements associated with computer technology, Huckins

of historical paintings, as viewed in his rendition of the Albert

engages in conversation about a fast-moving, modernized world

Bierstadt painting, Valley of the Yosemite, 1864.

in relationship to the land around us. With public attention
concentrated on the most up-to-date image manipulation

Huckins continues, “The underlying works chosen for this series

programs on smartphones, computers, social media platforms,

originally served as testaments of those who came before us

and image editing programs, the artist questions what is real

and the indelible mark they left on the world, in a very short time,

or myth. —CCB

not so long ago.In an era where the internet makes everyone a

The Last Exit (Valley of the Yosemite, Erasure No. 27), 2018. Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 52 in. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Terrol Dew Johnson b. 1973
Terrol Dew Johnson, a Tohono O’odham basket weaver, is an

through his father’s Reader’s Digest book series on Native

artist and advocate for his community. He co-founded Tohono

Americans. As his style evolved, he experimented with different

O’odham Community Action (TOCA) in 1996, an organization

shapes and materials. He created “gourd baskets” as well as “bark

dedicated to the O’odham Himdag: The Desert People’s way.

baskets” using native plants and materials. His innovative shapes

This group offers programs to sustain culture, health, economic

are often sculptural and consist of abstract forms.

development, language, and traditional arts.
Johnson’s weavings, described as tranquil and rhythmic, signify a
Johnson began basket weaving as a child, taught by women who

direct relationship with his heritage and the land he loves. Though

recognized his talent. Typically an art form reserved for females,

not a landscape image in the traditional sense, Johnson’s basket

the young artist received support from his elders to endeavor in

weavings reflect the land itself. His evocative and undulating

this medium. He found further inspiration for designs by combing

forms reveal a contemporary vision of life in the desert. —CCB

A Hairy Situation, 2018. Basket weaving with horse hair, 15 x 28 in. Courtesy of the Artist and Yun Gee Park Gallery, Tucson, AZ
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Marlowe Katoney b. 1976
“‘The Western Sublime!’ What a great title. When considering

Navajo weaving is made on an upright loom, and every aspect

the title and the works that may be included in the exhibition,

of the loom has meaning in relation to what is created on it. The

I immediately picture expansive landscapes of the “Classic

sides of the loom correlate to the four directions. The top dowel

American West.”

represents the sky, the bottom dowel represents the earth, and
the warp strings represent the soft female rain (the nourishing

For me, Western Art and Native American Art encompass a kind

rain) for growth. The zig-zag tension rope at the top represents

of land ethic revolving around landmarks and names of people

lightning, and the batten is the sun beam. If you consider all

and experiences associated with them. In my art, I always try to

these representations, you can only conclude that you are

incorporate a consideration of the contemporary—something

creating a kind of landscape or narrative about your experience.

of the times, right now. Even though I strive for this, I can’t forget
inherited, familial stories, Western novels, and movies that are

I’m Navajo, my ancestors are Navajo, and while I may not

legend and classic in the American imagination.

be traditional, my expression in my textiles are a mix of my
contemporary experience living in the Southwest, as urban as
some may appear.” —Marlowe Katoney

In my art, the textiles aren’t any different. While I don’t consider
myself a traditional person, I appreciate the art of Navajo
weaving recognized by my culture and how it came to be
through the Navajo creation stories and our oral traditions.

Monument Valley, 2018. Wool, 13.5 x19.5 in. Courtesy of the Artist and Yun Gee Park Gallery, Tucson, AZ
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Karen Kitchel b. 1957
Kitchel’s grasses are landscapes without the typical academic format. She rejects the traditional artistic conventions of a landscape
image, deliberately not including horizon lines and panoramic views. The artist chooses to create multi-paneled work, further refusing
the grand scale that Bierstadt, Moran, and their contemporaries established well over a century ago. Her imagery is not idyllic but
instead concentrates on native and invasive plants.
Without using the established, masculine formats, Kitchel challenges the status quo and reinvents how we see landscape art. Kitchel
sees nature as something to be understood in precise terms. Her artistic approach has roots in specifics and “truth in nature,” not in
romanticism. Instead, her work relates closer to the ideas of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, an anti-sublime art movement of the
nineteenth century. She writes,
I rarely, if ever, approach my work with an attitude of pure aesthetics at all, but instead with an intellectual drive to articulate
and answer both specific and overwhelming questions that seize me. The sublime does not consciously influence my work, as
I explore almost entirely within the visual specifics and scientific particularities of my subjects, as opposed to a boundlessness
or romantic posture. In my experience, aspirations to the sublime in contemporary landscape art tend to ineffectively repeat
generalizations of earlier works. I am committed to specific, fact-based and experience-based work as much as possible.
—CCB

Hiss, 2005. Oil on wood panels, 9 x 24 in. each. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Virginia Johnson Fund. 2014.33.1
Image courtesy of the Artist © Karen Kitchel
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James Lavadour b. 1951
Lavadour depicts moments of transcendence with nature,

The mountains Lavadour depicts are not exact copies of the

exploring cosmic connections and energies in his landscape

mountains he knows but expresses ideas of them. In his artistic

paintings. He says, “Everything that is in the land is in me.” From

process, he layers multiple translucent glazes on a topographical

the Blue Mountains on the Umatilla Reservation, where the

image, using bold colors and prominent brushstrokes to create

artist grew up, the artist constantly finds inspiration from his

a kinetic effect. With each layer, he wipes it away, participating

surroundings. In the wilderness, he looks for the extraordinary

in a physical “erosion” of the landscape. He continues to build

events that inform our lives that may often be unnoticed or

layers, focusing on the movement and energy of the paint itself.

invisible. Though self-taught, Lavadour’s influences include

—CCB

Chinese ink paintings as well as J.M.W. Turner. Importantly, as
said in his artist statement from PDX CONTEMPORARY ART, his
art education, “came from the land.”

Land of Origin, 2015. Oil on panel, 39 x 78 in. Courtesy of the Artist and PDX CONTEMPORARY ART, Portland, OR
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Ed Mell b. 1942
“Storm Mesa was painted from a plain-air painting I did in Capitol Reef National Monument in southern Utah. It was on
a painting trip with Gary Earnest Smith. Capitol Reef is one of the best places to do plein-air because of the variety of
different terrain and amazing variation of form and color within a small area.” —Ed Mell

Born in Phoenix, Arizona, Ed Mell had a burgeoning interest

of nature. Mell’s angular and stylized mountains, canyons, and

in the arts and attended Phoenix Junior College and the

clouds, whether in a storm or sunset, capture the essence of

Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles. He focused on

the sublime.

advertising and illustration, using airbrush as a medium in the
1960s. His artistic direction changed course after spending two

In Southwest Art Magazine, Mell said, “I work from nature, and

summers teaching art on the Hopi Reservation. Captivated

sometimes I push it a little further… Seeing the real thing has

by the landscape, he returned to the Sonoran Desert. Since

much more impact than a photographic representation of nature,

then, he continually finds inspiration from the Southwest. His

so in order to duplicate nature, I like to push it a little further and

landscape paintings convey the power and the forcefulness

bring back some of the impact that nature has in real life.” —CCB

Storm Mesa, 2008. Oil on canvas, 30 x 60 in. Private Collection. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Thomas Moran 1837–1926

The Mirage, 1879. Oil on canvas, 25.175 x 62.375 in. Purchase of the Nelda C. and H.J. Lutcher Stark Foundation, 1977. Stark Museum of Art, Orange, Texas, 31.18.15
Photography by Tom DuBrock
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Thomas Moran, Acoma Pueblo, 1916. Oil on panel, 12.5 x 17.5 x 1.375 in. GM 0137.1116. Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma
OPPOSITE: Thomas Moran, A Side Canyon of the Grande Canyon, 1916. Oil on canvas, 12 x 10 in. Tia Collection, Santa Fe
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Thomas Moran, La Rita, N.M., 1902. Oil on canvas, 14 x 23 in. Tia Collection, Santa Fe
OPPOSITE: Thomas Moran, Grand Canyon (Mist in the Canyon), 1915. Oil on canvas, 28.75 x 24.625 in. Collection of Palm Springs Art Museum, Gift of the George Montgomery Trust
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Ethan Murrow b. 1975
“I had always been intrigued by the point of view in Moran’s

Considering all of this, I wanted to find a way to intersect my

A Side Canyon of the Grand Canyon. We look up and into a

love of the imagery in the Moran painting, with my concern for

mysterious corner, with just a small hint of depth and sky. This

the larger history and context that surrounds these works. I

more aggressive and compact composition stands in contrast

began to focus on the waterfall and the canyon’s history of being

to many of Moran’s other grand Western landscapes, which

carved by hydrologic forces. I know from living in California,

act like clarion calls to imperial expansion. Asked by the Tia

Arizona and Washington State how water rights in the West help

Collection to examine this painting and build a contemporary

to explain and define so many changes in the landscape and

reflection on it, I delved right into Moran’s history.

society. Water is, of course, a key piece in battles between tribes,
farmers, cities, states and the federal government. This led to

When Moran first looked on the raw beauty of the Colorado

the inclusion of industrial notes in the drawing, invasions of the

River, the United States government was more and more

pristine landscape by human hands, as if this false Eden has

eager to take over these landscapes, colonize them and mine

been occupied by manufacturing and the clutter of invention.

them for their resources. This burst of expansionism drove out
native communities and reshaped the region completely. Yet,

Finally, to problematize this situation, because nothing is as

we see none of this political, cultural and economic reality in

simple as good and bad, I decided to build an imagined scenario

the Hudson River School paintings and this lack is part of what

where two figures were placidly fishing in the dammed canyon,

makes them so fraught and important. Moran, and others like

using a hacked electric line to fish or collect resources. I see

him, told a story of the West that was idealized and singular,

these two bodies as weekend explorers, testing the limits of this

albeit gorgeous. The sublime they considered, one of terrible

as public land, engaging in an activity that may be absurd or

beauty, left out the actual terror of migration and change in the

even idiotic, but using the resources and spaces around them

landscape they were depicting. To me, the Hudson River School

in dramatic and untested ways. As with many of my pieces, I

paintings summarize a common theme in the United States,

was trying to set up a scene that asks questions about intent

using sensory tools and dexterity to hide or alter viewpoints

and muses on human ingenuity. I wanted these two to look like

and narratives. We are exceedingly good at this, in films, books,

picnicking romantics and guerilla fisherman all at once.”
—Ethan Murrow

paintings and more. These paintings are beautiful slices of cake,
with a bit of poisonous rhetoric inside.

Kinetic, 2016. Graphite on paper, 48 x 36 in. Tia Collection, Santa Fe. Image credit: Clements Photo
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Eadweard J. Muybridge 1830–1904

The High Sierra, from Glacier Rock, No. 38, 1872, 1872. Albumen print, 16.125 x 21.25 in. © 2019 Collection Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona
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Peter Allen (P.A.) Nisbet b. 1948
“I have always known I was in the presence of the sublime

For me, the power of the sublime was most deeply felt in

whenever I felt either threatened or awe-struck by things I

the vast recesses of the Western deserts. The West of my

witnessed in nature. Usually this happened in or around storms

imagination is an exalted place of spirit where I have gained

on both land and sea while I was out seeking inspiration for

a better understanding of my own life journey. Painting, as a

paintings. Sometimes it was experienced in the way light poured

reflection of these findings, has become the platform from

out upon the land. Other times, I was moved by ferocious

which I project personal meaning. In truth, none of this is new.

conditions or stunned by the vast silences of the West.

Artists throughout the centuries have utilized these principals
in infinitely varied ways to unite the material and the spiritual
world. That is the whole purpose of the quest.” —P.A. Nisbet

As an artist, I always went out into nature on a kind of vision
quest. I wanted to understand how to translate the immensity
of the natural world into paintings. I soon learned that the
painted landscape, as opposed to the land itself, required a
spiritual translation. Landscapes gain authenticity when they
are fashioned in response to a spiritually-lived experience.

Sovereign Sky, 2012. Oil on linen, 36 x 64 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.
Obtained through the generosity of: Western Art Patrons, Medicine Man Gallery, and P.A. Nisbet. 2013.14.1
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Gerry Peirce 1900–1969

The Pass. Etching 3/75, 8 x 11.5 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.
Gift of Raymond Noseck. 1982.21.48
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Henry Cheever Pratt 1803–1880

Basin of the Rio Gila, Arizona, 1855. Oil on canvas, 26.25 x 36 in. Collection of Phoenix Art Museum, Gift of the Carl S. Dentzel Family Collection
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Cara Romero b. 1977
“This image was created in response to the landscape. As an

If everyone felt as connected to the Indigeneity of this place,

Indigenous person, it is essential to evoke to the viewer our

would they too treat it with more reverence like the Indigenous

different relationship to the American West than those of settler

populations? If they are conscious every day of the spirituality of

colonial peoples. There are many local tribes whose ancestral

this place, like the California First Peoples, would they proceed

lands comprise the American West, and it was important to

with more caution in how they use the land and its resources? If

me to re-connect people to that fundamental confluence of

they too felt a connection and need to protect the ancestors who

Indigenous people and the American landscape. And more,

are part of this ecosystem, would they have more compassion?

that local California tribes remain undivided from the cultural

Would the nature and ecosystem and watersheds themselves

landscape, the ecosystem, and health of it. While the landscape

have more rights to exist, thrive, and regenerate? Would they be

is to us sublime—creating a response almost beyond our own

reminded every day that local tribes lived in harmony with this

human comprehension, creating admiration and awe. One

cultural landscape for thousands of years before colonization?

fundamental difference to Indigenous worldview is that we

Would they see that local tribes hold a sacred role in the healing

do not see ourselves as socially separate from our ancestral

and health of the landscape? And that the future is Indigenous?

regions. Instead, we feel and believe that our DNA emerges

Could they re-indigenize and become less detached from the

from these landscapes and so we are ontologically tied to the

health and natural laws of this cultural landscape?

landscape. It is our identity, causes of our being, and we are
bound and committed to each other. We are inseparable from

Despite development and 500 years of colonialism—we are still

the landscape and give the landscape maximum human value. If

here, and we will always be here. Evolvers is part of a photographic

this Indigenous philosophy can be invoked in the settler colonial,

series that contains a visual depiction of our ongoing presence

that we—as human beings—are joined to the landscape, we

and our future here. The images convey our reverence for this

are not separate from it. Our ancestors are here with us—

landscape and the dynamics of our people—our warmth, our

throughout time and place—and are watching and experiencing

courage, and our hearts. They portray an Indigenous connection

the changes in landscape and ecosystem. If all people embraced

to our ancestry of this place and our connection to the

these worldviews, we could begin to have critical, Native-led

ecosystem that we feel and experience all around us.”
—Cara Romero

dialogues around environment, ecosystems, and borders.

Cara Romero, Evolvers, 2018. Archival pigment print on Platine Fibre photography paper, 20 x 62 in. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Ramona Sakiestewa b. 1948
“The Urban Galaxy tapestry series represents colorful shards of the larger landscape I see each day in the city where I
live, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The sky is blue, horizon to horizon. The painterly sunsets in the west are often fuchsia, orange, and variegated reds.
Summer clouds range from beautiful white thunderheads to golden virga that sweeps across the Rio Grande Valley. In
the winter, the white of the snow articulates the facets of the mountain geography of the Jemez Mountains. As the sun
slips below the western horizon in the winter, the Sangre de Cristo Mountains turn a deep majestic purple and then a
velvet black on moon lit nights.
Most urban landscapes lose the direct connection to natural beauty. The American West and Southwest retain the
intensity of natural colors seen throughout the seasons of the year. I continue to be lucky to live and work in a place
where the colors of the landscape inspire my artwork.” —Ramona Sakiestewa

Ramona Sakiestewa’s works of art combine her knowledge of

and texture with architectural and abstract elements, working

modern motifs and Hopi ancestry. The land and sky are often

with architects and fabricating pieces in stone, glass, steel, and

her sources of inspiration not only in weaving textiles but in her

other materials. —CCB

recent media of concentration: paper. She regards shape, color,

Urban Galaxy 14 and Urban Galaxy 15, 2006. Wool, 45 x 25 in. each. Image courtesy of the Artist and TAI Modern, Santa Fe, NM
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Lone Wolf (Hart Merriam Schultz) 1882–1970

Grand Canyon, 1919. Oil on canvas, 30 x 34.5 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the J.C. Kinney Family. 1980.20.1
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Eric Sloane 1905–1985

Big Sky, New Mexico. Oil on Masonite, 24 x 17.5 in. Tia Collection, Santa Fe
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Don Stinson b. 1956
Don Stinson is aware of the idyllic and vast art historical

technology and industrialization, creating scenes that present

depictions of the Western landscape initiated by Albert

a harmonious, but an unsettling view of human and natural

Bierstadt, Thomas Moran, and their contemporaries. With this

elements. EAT, Eat/ Taxes, Highway 395 is an example of the

knowledge, he reexamines the landscape from the perspective

boom and bust that occurs in the West. He sees the ephemeral

of today. Stinson records human interaction with land, showing

value of the moment. In an interview with the author, the artist

decay and disintegration. No longer can it be viewed as

said, “We are only examining fragments, like slivers of data.”

untouched or unspoiled, but instead is land used and exploited.
His works of art present the ruins of modern culture and the

A painting from a series of works dedicated to the span of life

speed of change. He provides an opportunity for pause and

of a modern landscape, it corresponds with another work, EAT,

evaluation, conveying rusting signs, long stretches of roads, and

Eat/Death, Highway 395, 2017. Stinson states, “It is what lies

open skies, and asks, “Are these ruins beautiful? Or are they a

between the two signs, ‘Death’ and ‘Taxes,’ two constants in life,

call to action?”

and therein is the cycle of a landscape… Death is the ultimate
sublime.” —CCB

Stinson explores the complex idea of the sublime in Post-modern
landscape art. He strikes a balance by placing a “collision of
opposites” in his paintings. The artist often includes displays of

EAT, Eat/Taxes, Highway 395, 2017. Oil on linen, 38 x 48 in. Courtesy of the Artist and David B. Smith Gallery
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Bobb Vann b. 1940
“I live in Tubac, a city south of Tucson AZ that’s surrounded by mountains. Arivaca, an area not far from me, has a huge
outcropping from the Santa Rita Mountains, called Elephant Head, which is always visible no matter the weather. I’ve
tried to capture it here.” —Bobb Vann

Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as a child Bobb Vann began

Vann’s I’ve Seen the Elephant includes a viewpoint of Elephant

a life-long interest in art. He studied at the Philadelphia College

Head, a natural landmark that reaches almost 6,000 feet in

of Art and focused on illustration and design. Now a long-time

elevation and is noticeable for miles. When viewed in profile,

resident of Arizona, Vann’s body of work contains themes of

a silhouette resembling an elephant head reveals how the

African American heroes of the West which include Buffalo

mountain received its name. —CCB

Soldiers, cowboys, and other important figures. He connects
the African American experience to Western environments,
frequently incorporating elements of his own surroundings
that inspire him.

I’ve Seen the Elephant, 2019. Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 in. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Willem Volkersz b. 1939
“My first experience with the western sublime came at the age

After becoming a professional artist in the 1960s, I looked for

of 14. My family had left war-torn Holland behind in the early

media that reflected those years of adventure and discovery

1950s and moved to Seattle, Washington. I had not seen

and began incorporating neon, paint-by-number paintings of

mountains before, and there was Mt. Rainier, just south of town,

Western landscapes and travel souvenirs into my work. My Trip

towering over Lake Washington. The following year, I joined a

to Yellowstone combines my fascination with both the grandeur

Dutch geologist in exploring the Cascade Mountains, where we

of the Western landscape as well as the impact our culture has

camped near the old mining town of Monte Christo and made

on that landscape.

daily treks to higher elevations. I was a budding photographer
and took lots of pictures of snowcapped peaks.

Since 1986, we have lived in Bozeman, Montana, only 90 miles
north of Yellowstone. We keep cross country skis on the front

At the age of 16, I purchased a 1939 Plymouth and began taking

porch, watch a large elk herd as it moves across the field next to

solo trips up and down the West Coast and as far east as

our house, and see evidence of mountain lions, mink and otters

Yellowstone National Park. The grandeur of the mountain peaks,

along the creek. Sublime, indeed!” —Willem Volkerz

raging rivers and gushing geysers were amazing to a kid who
had grown up in Holland. While driving, I also fell in love with the
roadside art of the 1950s: animated neon signs, giant billboards
and vernacular architecture (all duly documented on film).

My Trip to Yellowstone, 2017. Neon, wood, paint, found objects, 46.5 x 32.75 x 9.5 in. Image courtesy of the Artist
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Ellen Wagener b. 1962
“The aesthetics of the sublime revolved around the relationship

These paintings reflect the current chaotic nature of our politics,

between human beings and the grand or terrifying aspects of

media, and fake news hurled at us 24 hours a day. Created

nature in landscape painting. Twisted Sisters represents the

originally for an exhibition at the Tucson Museum of Art, Twisted

“terrifying” side of the story.

Sisters represent the vast and overwhelming feeling of foreboding
we feel in contemporary society today. The tempest symbolizes

The link between sublime landscape paintings and the ideas

both chaos and the dual opportunity for transformation and

of liberty and politics were forged in the 18th century. Where

rebirth in the landscape. Contrasting the violent nature of the

enclosed gardens symbolize notions of aristocratic order and

Western landscape and the majesty of our poetic skies, Twisted

control, the wild and untamed landscape just beyond the

Sisters are a small glimpse of the pleasure of the delightfully

country house represented freedom, release, and chaotic

horrifying sublime landscape.” —Ellen Wagener

chance. The sense of ‘agreeable pleasing horror’ in the vast and
chaotic irregular nature of the tempest is the most genuine
and truest nature of the ‘violent sublime landscape’ as in the
forbidding and visionary pastels Twisted Sisters.

Twisted Sisters, 2015. Pastel, 15 x 15 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Gift of the Artist. 2016.17.2
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Kay WalkingStick b. 1939
In Fall 2015’s American Indian, the magazine of Smithsonian’s

time, memory, pattern, presence, and place. Both panels are

National Museum of the American Indian, Kay WalkingStick

meant to be read together as a unit, balancing landscape

said of her work, “My paintings aren’t exact depictions of a

tradition with abstraction. She continually seeks inspiration

place; they are based on the look and feel of a place,” she says.

from the land around her and investigates locations where

“Landscape paintings are depictions of nature re-organized by

particular events occurred. WalkingStick combines Indigenous

an artist. This is what landscape painters have always done.”

designs and those places, frequently blanketing a mountain or
natural formation with these motifs, reclaiming or protecting

WalkingStick’s work conveys her interest in history and the

them. The artist considers the beautiful and sublime qualities

landscape. She integrates places she visited with abstract forms,

of nature and continually contemplates how to express these

creating a “visual language.” Her diptych, or two-paneled format,

ideas in her works of art. —CCB

allows her to address dualities about identity, environment,

Cosmic Remnant, 1998. Three-color lithograph on Hahnemühle, 10/50, 15 x 30.25 in. Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art. Virginia Johnson Fund. 1998.394
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Carleton Watkins 1829–1916

Yosemite Valley from Mariposa Grove, 1865–1866. Albumen print, 15.5 x 20.6 in. Courtesy of Andrew Smith Gallery Arizona, LLC
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Steven J. Yazzie b. 1970
“My work doesn’t fit within the romantic view of “the Sublime,” though my piece “Mountain Song” does align with “the Sublime” in
relation to the monumental as well as art’s ability to arouse strong and sometimes difficult emotions.
“Mountain Song” presents undersaturated views of landscapes sacred to the Navajo/Dine as a backdrop to the story of uranium
extraction as a metaphor for modern existence and man’s intrusion on the natural world. If the viewer takes any intention from my
work, may it be derived from the juxtaposition and movements of images and sound. It is a song, a meditation or reflection more
esoteric than sublime.” —Steven Yazzie

Mountain Song, 2015. Video stills, 11:12. Courtesy of the Artist
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Exhibition Checklist
Ansel Adams

George Elbert Burr

Chuck Forsman

Thomas Hill

American (U.S.), 1902–1984

American (U.S.), 1859–1939

American (U.S.), b. 1944

American (U.S.), b. Birmingham, England, 1829–1908

Late Evening, Monument Valley, Utah, March 1945, 1945

Arizona Night, c. 1900

Chasm, 1983

Hunter and Setters in the Foothills with the

Silver dye bleach print, 30 x 40 in.

Etching, aquatint, trial proof-No. 2, 7.875 x 9.875 in.

Oil on Masonite, 48 x 70 in.

Great Basin Beyond, 1871

Collection Center for Creative Photography,

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Oil on canvas, 35.875 x 44.875 in.

The University of Arizona

Gift of the Estate of Carolann Smurthwaite. 1931.1.14

Gift of the Patrick Mather Trust in honor

Collection of Palm Springs Art Museum,

of Dorothy Mather. 2019.4

Museum Purchase with the William Holden Acquisition Fund, 1983

Gift of the Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust. 90.26.7
Twilight, Laguana New Mexico, c. 1920
The Tetons and the Snake River, Grand Teton National Park,

Aquatint, 27/40, 5 x 7.75 in.

Jody Forster

Yosemite Valley, 1890

Wyoming, 1942, 1942

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

American (U.S.), b. 1948

Oil on canvas, 34.5 x 50.5 in.

Silver gelatin print, 15.5625 x 19 in.

Virginia Johnson Fund. 1995.62

Hail Maker, New Mexico, 2007

Tia Collection, Santa Fe

Gelatin silver print, 30 x 40 in.

Collection Center for Creative Photography,
The University of Arizona

Howard Russell Butler, N.A.

Ansel Adams Archive. 76.577.34

American (U.S.), 1856–1934

Courtesy of the Artist

Shawn Huckins
American (U.S.), b. 1984

Deer in Moonlight, Zion Canyon, Utah, c. 1921

Tony Foster

The Last Exit (Valley of the Yosemite, Erasure No. 27), 2018

Jack Balas

Pastel on paper, 6 x 9 in.

British, b. 1946

Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 52 in.

American (U.S.), b. 1955

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

A Walk Across Death Valley, Part Two: Looking NNE from

Courtesy of the Artist

Rumor, 2002

Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.103

Aguereberry Point to the Amargosa Range, 1991

Oil, enamel, and ink on canvas, 40 x 96 in.
Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Mt. Shasta, California, c. 1921

Gift of the Artist. 2007.9.1

Pastel on paper, 4 x 6 in.

Shonto Begay

Watercolor, 31.625 x 68.325 in.

Terrol Dew Johnson

Private Collection

American (U.S.), Tohono O’odham, b. 1973
A Hairy Situation, 2018

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Sanford Robinson Gifford

Basket weaving with horse hair, 15 x 28 in.

Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.120.2

American (U.S.), 1823–1880

Courtesy of the Artist and Yun Gee Park Gallery, Tucson, AZ

Indians at Sunset (Sunset in the Wilderness), c. 1859

American (U.S.), Diné (Navajo), b. 1954
Skylight, 2015

Orange Sunset Cloud Over Dark Mountains, c. 1921

Oil on canvas, 8.5 x 14.5 in.

Marlowe Katoney

Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 40 in.

Pastel on paper, 4 x 6 in.

Collection of International Collector

American (U.S.), Diné (Navajo), b. 1976

Collection of Mark and Ruthie Friefeld, Tucson, AZ

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.
Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.120.1

Albert Bierstadt

Monument Valley, 2018

John Edward Glannon

Wool, 13.5 x 19.5 in.

American (U.S.), 1911–1992

Courtesy of the Artist and Yun Gee Park Gallery, Tucson, AZ

American (U.S.), b. Solingen, Rhine Province,

Storm in the Desert, c. 1921

Desert, One Dead Tree (Arizona Landscape), 1977

Prussia, 1830–1902

Pastel on paper, 6 x 9 in.

Watercolor, 12.5 x 19.5 in.

Karen Kitchel

King Lake, California, ca. 1870 –1875

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

American (U.S.), b. 1957

Oil on canvas, 27.75 x 38.5 in.

Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.115

Gift of the Edward J. Glannon Family. 2014.5.1

Hiss, 2005

Untitled (New Mexico), c. 1921

Hermann Ottomar Herzog

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art
Virginia Johnson Fund. 2014.33.1

Oil on wood panels, 9 x 24 in. each

Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio:
Bequest of Rutherford H. Platt

Pastel on paper, 6 x 9 in.

American (U.S.), b. Bremen, Germany, 1832–1932

Ralph Albert Blakelock

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Elk Below the Glacier, c. 1890–1910

American (U.S.), 1847–1919

Gift of Howard Russell Butler, Jr. 1976.106

Oil on canvas, 27 x 35 in.

James Lavadour

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

American (U.S.), Walla Walla, b. 1951

Gift of Larry and Florence Adamson. 2017.41

Land of Origin, 2015

The Grotto, 1880
Oil on canvas, 36.25 x 56.25 in.

Jay Dusard

Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, VA.

American (U.S.), b. 1937

Oil on panel, 39 x 78 in.

Gift of Walter P. Chrysler, Jr. 71.620

Mule Mountains, 47 Ranch, Arizona, 2012, 2012

Courtesy of the Artist and PDX CONTEMPORARY ART, Portland, OR

Archival pigment print, 38 x 49 in.
Courtesy of the Artist
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Ed Mell

Ethan Murrow

Ramona Sakiestewa

Ellen Wagener

American (U.S.), b. 1942

American (U.S.), b. 1975

American (U.S.), Hopi, b. 1948

American (U.S.), b. 1962

Storm Mesa, 2008

Kinetic, 2016

Urban Galaxy 14 and Urban Galaxy 15, 2006

Twisted Sisters, 2015

Oil on canvas, 30 x 60 in.

Graphite on paper, 48 x 36 in.

Wool, 45 x 25 in. each

Pastel, 15 x 15 in.

Private Collection

Tia Collection, Santa Fe

Courtesy of the Artist and TAI Modern, Santa Fe, NM

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Image credit: Clements Photo

Thomas Moran

Gift of the Artist. 2016.17.1

Lone Wolf (Hart Merriam Schultz)

American (U.S.), 1837–1926

Eadweard J. Muybridge

American (U.S.), Blackfoot, 1882–1970

Twisted Sisters, 2015

A Side Canyon of the Grande Canyon, 1916

American (U.S.), 1830–1904

Grand Canyon, 1919

Pastel, 15 x 15 in.

Oil on canvas, 12 x 10 in.

The High Sierra, from Glacier Rock, No. 38, 1872, 1872

Oil on canvas, 30 x 34.5 in.

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Tia Collection, Santa Fe

Albumen print, 16.125 x 21.25 in.

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Gift of the Artist. 2016.17.2

Collection Center for Creative Photography,

Gift of the J.C. Kinney Family. 1980.20.1

Acoma Pueblo, 1916

Kay WalkingStick

The University of Arizona: Purchase. 81.73.9

Eric Sloane

American (U.S.), Cherokee, b. 1939

GM 0137.1116

Peter Allen (P.A.) Nisbet

American (U.S.), 1905–1985

Cosmic Remnant, 1998

Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma

American (U.S.), b. 1948

Big Sky, New Mexico

Three-color lithograph on Hahnemühle, 10/50, 15 x 30.25 in.

Sovereign Sky, 2012

Oil on Masonite, 24 x 17.5 in.

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Grand Canyon (Mist in the Canyon), 1915

Oil on linen, 36 x 64 in.

Tia Collection, Santa Fe

Virginia Johnson Fund. 1998.394

Oil on canvas, 28.75 x 24.625 in.

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

Collection of Palm Springs Art Museum,

Obtained through the generosity of: Western Art Patrons,

Don Stinson

Carleton Watkins

Gift of the George Montgomery Trust

Medicine Man Gallery, and P.A. Nisbet. 2013.14.1

American (U.S.) b. 1956

American (U.S.), 1829–1916

EAT, Eat/Taxes, Highway 395, 2017

Yosemite Valley from Mariposa Grove, 1865–1866

La Rita, N.M., 1902

Gerry Peirce

Oil on linen, 38 x 48 in.

Albumen print, 15.5 x 20.6 in.

Oil on canvas, 14 x 23 in.

American (U.S.), 1900–1969

Courtesy of the Artist and David B. Smith Gallery

Courtesy of Andrew Smith Gallery Arizona, LLC

Tia Collection, Santa Fe

The Pass

Oil on panel, 12.5 x 17.5 in.

Etching 3/75, 8 x 11.5 in.

Bobb Vann

Steven J. Yazzie

Laguna Pueblo, 1919

Collection of the Tucson Museum of Art.

American (U.S.), b. 1939

American (U.S.), Diné (Navajo), b. 1970

Oil on canvas, 20.25 × 24.875 in.

Gift of Raymond Noseck. 1982.21.48

I’ve Seen the Elephant, 2019

Mountain Song, 2015

Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 in.

Video, 11:12

Courtesy of the Artist

Courtesy of the Artist

GM 0137.1105

Henry Cheever Pratt

Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma

American (U.S.), 1803–1880
Passing Storm, Grand Canyon, 1920

Basin of the Rio Gila, Arizona, 1855

Willem Volkersz

Oil on canvas, 25 x 19.5 in.

Oil on canvas, 26.25 x 36 in.

American (U.S.), b. Holland, Netherlands, 1939

Desert Caballeros Western Museum Collection,

Collection of Phoenix Art Museum,

My Trip to Yellowstone, 2017

Wickenburg, Arizona, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Aiken Fisher

Gift of the Carl S. Dentzel Family Collection

Neon, wood, paint, found objects, 46.5 x 32.75 x 9.5 in.

The Mirage, 1879

Cara Romero

Oil on canvas, 25.175 x 62.375 in.

American (U.S.), Chemehuevi, b. 1977

Purchase of the Nelda C. and H.J. Lutcher Stark

Evolvers, 2018

Foundation, 1977

Archival pigment print on Platine Fibre photography paper,

Stark Museum of Art, Orange, Texas, 31.18.15

20 x 62 in.

Photography by Tom DuBrock

Courtesy of the Artist

Courtesy of the Artist
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